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INTRODUCTION 
The general theory of topological groups is an important connection 
between algebra and analysis. The topological group of satrices is 
a particular example in which calculations and results can be drawn 
easily. With this in mind, it is desirable that a connection between 
general topological groups and the topological groups of matrices 
exist. Homomorphisms of general topological groups into the 
topological group of matrices will be called representations. It is 
the purpose of this work that a non-trivial complete system of 
representations of an arbitrary compact topological group satisfying 
the second axiom of countability be found. 
In Chapters I and IV the basic concepts of general topological groups 
and the topological group of matrices will be presented. Most of the 
results presented here will apply specifically to the other chapters, 
A complete discussion of these results may be found in books on 
topology, group theory, topological group theory and the theory of 
matrices. 
In Chapter II the construction of invariant integration of compact 
topological groups satisfying the second axiom of countability will 
be presented. Chapter III will be devoted to analytic results of 
this Integration as necessary for the development of a complete 
system of representations given in Chapter V. 
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2 
Standard notation will be used throughout where possible and other 
notation will be defined as used. 
CHAPTER I 
The purpose of this chapter will be to lay the groundwork for the 
following chapters. The chapter will contain concepts and principles 
of three main areas, theory of abstract groups, theory of topological 
spaces, and finally, theory of topological groups. Since these areas 
cover a broad spectrum of mathematics, most of the work presented will 
be directed toward the foundations of compact topological groups 
satisfying the second axiom of countability. 
1.1 Definition. Let G be a set of elements. Then G is a group if 
each of the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. There exists an operation which associates with each ordered pair 
of elements a, b of G a third element c of G. The operation 
is usually called multiplication and c is called the product of 
a and b and written c - ab. 
2. The operation is associative; a(bc) » (ab)c for any three ele­
ments a, b, c of G. 
3. There exists in G a n element e called the identity such that 
ae » ea • a for every a e G. 
4. For each a e G there exists an element called the inverse of a 
and denoted a""* such that aa~^ * a""^a • e« 
If in addition the group G has the property ab » ba for all elements, 
a, b € G then G is called an abelian group. 
Since, by 1.1 (2), a(bc) » (ab)c, for ease of notation denote a(bc) 
as abc and similarly a(b(cd)) as abed and in like manner for the 
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product of any number of factors. Hie following elementary theorems 
will be stated without proof. 
1.2 Theorem. In a group Gf each of the equations ax • b and ya - b 
has a unique solution with respect to the variables x and y. 
1.3 Theorem. In a group G the identity e is unique. Further, for 
/ 
each element a e G the inverse element a"1 is unique. 
1.4 Definition. If n is a natural number, a1®4-1 will be the element 
determined by induction from aro+^ « a®a with a' - a. If A and B are 
subsets of a group G, AB « {abj a e A, b e B}. Similarly if m is a 
natural number A®4"* is determined Inductively by A™*4"1 « AmA w ith 
A1 - A. If A is a subset of a group G, A~1 - {a"1; a e A}. 
1.5 Definition. A subset H of elements of G is called a subgroup of 
G if H forms a group under the same operation of G. 
1.6 Theorem. Let H b e a subset of a group G. The following statements 
are then equivalent t 
(i). H is a subgroup of G. 
(ii). For every pair of elements a, b e H, ab"1 e H. 
(ill). For every pair of elements a, b c H, ab c H a nd for 
every a e H, a""1 e H. 
Proof» Suppose (i) holds. Let a, b be any two elements of H. By 
1.1 (4) b""1 e H a nd therefore by 1.1 (1) ab""1 e H. Therefore, (i) 
implies (ii). Suppose (ii) holds. Let a, b be any two elements of 
H. Then e - aa""1 e H. Since e c H, b"1 - eb"1 e H. Hence, 
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ab - ©(b""1)"1 c H. Therefore, (ii) implies (iii). Suppose (iii) 
holds. The associative law holds since H is a subset of G. If a, b 
are any two elements of H( ab e H a nd a"1 e H b y hypothesis. Finally, 
since a"1 c H, e - aa-1 e H. Hence, H is a group and by 1.5, H is 
a subgroup of G. 
1.7 Definition. A mapping g of a group G into a group G* is called 
hoaoaorohlc or a homomorphism if g(xy) « g(x)g(y) for any two elements 
x, y of G. 
1.8 Theorem. If g is a homomorphism of G into G*, then g(e) « e* 
where e' is the identity in G* and g(a"*^> » (g(a))~*. 
Proofs g(x)g(e) - g(xe) - g(x). Hence g(e) « e*. Further g(x)g(x"1) 
- g(xx~X) - g(e) - e* - g(x) (g(x))"*1. Hence gCx"1) » (g(x))-1. 
1.9 Theorem. Let g(H) « (g(x); x c H}. Let g be a homomorphism of 
G into G*. Then g(G) is a subgroup of G*. Let x*, y' be any two 
elements of g(G). Then x' » g(x) for some x e G and y* * g(y) for 
some y c G. y'**1 » (gCy))"*1 • g(y"*1)» hence y'"1 e g(G). Further, 
m g(x)g(y-*1) - gCxy"1). Hence x'y'"*1 6 g(G). Hence by 1.6, 
g(G) is a subgroup of G'. 
1.10 Definition. A set R of elements is called a topological space if 
each of the following conditions holds 
1. To every set M of elements of R, there corresponds a set M which 
is the closure of M. 
2. If M co ntains only one element a, then M » H. 
3. If M and N are two sets of elements of the space, then H (J N » 
M UN. 
4. M - M. 
1.11 Definition, Let R b e a topological space. A set F of elements 
of R is called closed if ¥ - F, A set G o f elements of R is called 
open if R - G is closed. The elements of R a re called points. A 
point a of the space R is called a limit point of the set M o f elements 
of R if a e H-a. 
1.12 Theorem. If {Fx, F2, ...» FR} is a collection of closed sets, 
n 
then IJ Fi is a closed set. If {F » a e A) is an arbitrary collection 
i-1 
of closed sets, then D Fais closed. 
oeA 
Proof* Fx y F2 - f7U^2 " FlU F2 by 1,10 (3) and 1'10« Hence» 
n 
Ff l | F? is a closed set. By induction y Fi is closed. Let D » 
i-1 
D F , Then D C F for each a e A. D y Fffl - Fa. Hence fJ « D y Fffi -
as A 
3D U fT by 1.10 (3). Therefore DC FT for each a e A. Hence, DCf> « 
_ f OCA 
D. But for each a e D, {a} y D « D. Hence D » {a} y D » 
TaTyF"- {a} U 1) by 1.10 (2)(3) .  Hence,  a c D. Therefore, DCD 
and D-D*. Therefore D - 0 FQ is a closed set, 
aeA 
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1.13 Theorem. If {G1# G2 Gn> is a finite collection of open 
n 
seta, H Gi is open. If {G a e A} is an arbitrary collection of open 
i-1 
sets, U Ga is open. 
oteA 
Proof J By 1.11 R- G± is closed for each i - 1, 2, ..., n. Hence, 
n n n 
by 1.12, U (R - G.) « R - f| G£ is closed. Therefore by 1.11 0 G 
i-1 1 i-1 i-1 
is open. Similarly, by 1.11, R - Ga is closed for all o c A. Hence, 
0(R -  « a)  « R -  U G a  is  closed by 1.12.  Therefore U Ga  is  open 
aeA acA aeA 
by 1.11. 
1.14 Definition. A system n of open sets of a topological space is 
called a basis of R if every open set of R can be expressed as a union 
of open sets belonging to Q. A basis Q o f R is also called a complete 
system of nelghborhoods of the space R, while every open set in fi is 
* neighborhood of each of its points. 
1.15 Theorem. In order that a system of sets (neighborhoods) form a 
basis of topological space R it is necessary and sufficient that for 
every open set G and element a e G belonging to G, there exist an open 
set U of Q such that U CIG. 
Proof I If 8 is a basis of R, then there exists a system Q' of open 
seta of fl such that G is the union of all the open sets in G*. Since 
a e G, a s U for some D t 8' and U C G. 
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Suppose for every open set G a nd element a e G, there exists U 6 
such that a e U d G. Let G be an arbitrary open set. For each x e 6, 
there exists e Q s uch that x 6 UXCG. Uux clearly is G. Hence 
xeG 
£1 i s a basis for R. 
1.16 Definition. A system Q o f neighborhoods of a point a is called 
/ 
a basis about the point a or a complete system of neighborhoods of 
the point a if for every open set G containing a, there exists U t 8 
such that a c U C Z G. 
1.17 Theorem. Let R b e a set, and let Q b e a system of its subsets for 
which the following conditions hold: 
( i) .  For any two d ist inct points a and b of  R th ere exists  a 
set U e 0 such that a c U and b i U. 
( i i ) .  For any two s ets  U an d V t  fl  which contain a e R, there 
exists  a set  W c  £2 such that a e  W(ZO Ov, 
Let M be an arbitrary subset of R. Define M by a e H if and only if 
every subset e Q c ontaining a Intersects H. Then E is a topological 
space and further, £J is a complete system of neighborhoods of the 
space R. 
Proof : Condition (1) of definition 1.10 is satisfied in R, since 
the operation of closure is defined. Let a neighborhood of a be any 
set U € £1 s uch that a e U. Let M co ntain a single point a* Since 
every neighborhood U of the point a contains a, then a c M, Hence 
MCM, Let b be any point in R d istinct from a. By (i) there exists 
U e  Q such that b e U an d a t  U« Therefore b i  M, Hence M *  (a)  » H. 
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Let M and N be two subsets of R. If a e M (J N, then every neighborhood 
U of a intersects either M o r N. But then U intersects hence 
a e  M[jH, Inversely,  i f  a i  M yN, there exists nei^iborhoods U a nd V 
containing a which do not intersect M and H r espectively. By (ii) 
there exists W t ft such that a e WCI U Hv, W does not intersect M (J N« 
Hence a i  MyN. Therefore,  M (J W -  M (JN. 
Let N be any subset of R. If x c N, every neighborhood U e ft contain­
ing x intersects N for x e U and x e N. Hence, x e N, and therefore 
N C N*. Let a e M. Then every neighborhood U e ft containing a inter­
sects M. Equlvalently, for each U there exists b such that 
b e oflM. But U is a neighborhood of b since b c U and since b e M, 
U Intersects M. Since U is arbitrary, every neighborhood U e ft 
containing a intersects M. Hence, a e M and M C M, Therefore M « M. 
Hence R is a topological space. 
Let U e 0. Consider F - R - U, If x e U, then x i  F and U Is a 
neighborhood of x which does not intersect F. Therefore x i F. 
Therefore ?CF. But by a previous remark F C F. Hence, F » F and 
therefore F ie closed. By 1.11, 0 is open. Let G b e an arbitrary 
open set of R containing a. Then a i I - G w hich is closed and 
hence there exists a neighborhood Weft containing a which does not 
intersect R - G. Hence W CG< By 1,15 ft is a basis for R. 
1.18 Definition. A ma pping g of a topological space R into a 
topological space R* is continuous, if for every MCZR, g(H)CLW. 
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1.19 Theorem* In order that a mapping % of a space R Into a space 
R1 be continuous It Is necessary and sufficient that the following 
condition be fulfilledj for every point a e R and every neighborhood 
U* of the point a* • g(a) e R*, there exists a neighborhood U of the 
point a such that g(U) G U*. 
Proof t Suppose that the mapping g is continuous, and let U' be 
an arbitrary neighborhood of the point a' «• g(a). Let F' « 
R* - U* and let F » {x| g(x) e F'}. Then, a i F and F* is closed. 
Since g is continuous, g(F) G g(F) G F^* » F', Therefore FC F and 
since FC?i F is closed. Further, since a t F, there exists a 
neighborhood U of  a which d oes not Intersect  F.  Hence g(U) G U1 .  
Suppose that the condition is fulfilled, and let M G R* a ® M 
and let U* be an arbitrary neighborhood of a* « g(a). By the 
condition,  there exists  a neighborhood U of  a such that g(U)G u '•  
Since a e M, U intersects M, but then U* intersects g(M). Hence, 
a' e g(M) and therefore g(M)C g(M). Since a is arbitrary, g is 
then continuous on R by 1.18. 
1.20 Definit ion.  Let R be a topological space and Rf be a subset 
of R. If M i s a subset of R* the relative operation of closure is 
defined by M*" -  M D R'.  
1.21 Theorem. Let R* be a subset of a topological space R. With 
the relative operation of closure defined in 1.20, R* is a 
topological space and hence a subspace of R. 
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Proof* Definition 1.20 clearly satisfies 1.10 (1). If M co ntains 
only the point a * R', mOr1 » M O R* - M s ince a e R*. Hence, 
1.10 (2) Is satisfied* 
Let M and N be two subsets of R* • Then (M y N)' « (M y N) H R* » 
(M y  N) OR* -  (M PU')  IJ (N f lR')  -  M1"ij  N7". Hence 1 .10 (3)  is  
satisfied. If N is a subset of R', then W « N f l R1 Dn fl R* - H. 
Hence, HfF, Using this result, and since M D I? (H M, (FT > CI M. 
' « 
Hence, F-M'flR' -  <!hTW)  Hr'C M PIr1  -  M**. Hence,  M^C•M r p  
i t 
and since M^ClM^, * M7*. Therefore 1,10 (4) is satisfied and 
R* is a topological space. 
1.22 Definit ion.  A topological space is called regular if for every 
neighborhood U of an arbitrary point a there exists a neighborhood V 
of the point point such that V CU. 
If 23 Theorem. In a regular space R, each pair of distinct points a 
and a* have neighborhoods V an d V* such that vflF » < £. 
Proof* If a and a* are distinct points in R there exists an open 
set U such that a e U and a* i U. By regularity there exists a 
neighborhood V of a such that ¥ C_U» Then the open set 1 - V contains 
a*. By regularity, there exists a neighborhood V' of a' such that 
vHlR - V. Therefore FD? - $ and V and V' are the required sets. 
1.24 Definition. A topological space satisfies the second axiom 
of countabllitv if it contains a basis having a denuraerable number of 
open sets. 
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1.25 Theorem. If R is a regular topological space which satisfies 
the second axiom of countability then there exists for each point a 
a basis of open sets Wp W2, .... such that a » 1, 2, .... 
Proofl Let G » a countable basis of R. Denote by {JJp ..., V —> 
the open sets of 0 which contain the point a. Consider fl' » 
n 
{Vj,  .» . ,  Vn9 . . . . )  where for n » 1,  2,  Vn » 0 Wi» "ft*®11 
i-1 
a e Vn+1C \C. \ for a - 1, 2, .... If G is an arbitrary open set 
containing a, there exists a % G. Hence, G. Therefore G* 
is a basis about the point a, by 1.15. The required sequence will 
then be selected inductively fro© 0*. Let Wj « V%» Suppose the 
open set is chosen. Then by the regularity of R there exists a 
nusfcer + k such that vi* Let wi+l * vn1+k» aad is 
the required basis by induction. 
1.26 foUwitinru Let R be a topological space. A subset H of R will 
be compact if from every collection (De« a e A> such that M C U 
as A 
a finite subcollection {Up U2, ... * Un} way be selected such that 
a 
MC UU i« 
i-1 
1.27 Theorem. Let f be a continuous function from a topological space 
R into a topological space R*. If A is a compact subset of R, then 
f(A) i s  a compact subset of  R*. 
ProofI Let {U 0j e e A> be any collection of open sets such that 
f(A)C UV Then A C U Further,since f is continuous 
osA asl 
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f"**(0 ) Is an open set In R for each a e A. Since A is compact, a 
finite subeollection ..., f**1^)} may be selected such that 
n , n 
AC Uf <%)• Hence, f(A)C U ui* Therefore f(A) is contact. 
i-1 i-1 
1.28 Urvsohn's Lemma, Let R be a compact regular topological space 
satisfying the second axiom of countability and let E and P be any 
two non-intersecting closed subsets of R. Then there exists a 
continuous function f(x) defined on R such that 0 f (x) <, 1 for 
every x e R, f(x) - 0 for every x e E and f(x) - 1 for every x c F, 
Proofs The proof is quite lengthy and will be omitted. 
1.29 Definition. A set G of elements is called a topological group 
if each of the following conditions are satisfied! 
1. 6 is an abstract group 
2. G is a topological space 
3. If a and b are any two elements of G and W is any neighborhood 
of ab, then there exists neighborhoods D of a and V of b such 
that UV C W. 
4. If a e G and W i s any neighborhood of a"1, there exists a 
neighborhood U of a such that U~^C 
1.30 Theorem. The functions f(x) « ax, g(x) - xa, h(x) - x"*1 are 
each continuous, one-to-one mappings of a topological group onto 
i tself .  
Proof! f(x) is one-to-one, for if £(x) ® f(y) or equlvalently, ax » 
ay, then x - ex = a""*ax « a"**ay » ey • y. Let W be any neighborhood 
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of f(x')  « ax' .  There e xist  neighborhoods U and V of  x'  and a such 
that VUCW. Hence, f(U) - aUCVUCW. By 1,19 f is continuous 
on G* 
A similar argument can be made for g(x). In regard to h(x), h(x) 
is one-to-one by the uniqueness of the inverse* Let W be any 
neighborhood of h(x). By 1*29 (4) there exists a neighborhood U of 
x such that U"*l CZ W . Since h(U) * then h(U)d W and h is 
continuous by 1,19* 
1,31 Theorem. Let F be a closed set, U an open set, P an arbitrary 
set, and a be an element of G. Then, Fa» aF, and F""1 are closed 
sets;  and UP , PU, and IT"* ar e open sets .  
Proofs Consider f(x) - ax. Then f is a continuous, one-to-one 
function by 1.30. Therefore f"1 exists and is continuous. Hence, 
by 1.18 f~1(Fa) C if1 (Fa) - F~- F. Therefore ¥&CZf(F) - Fa. Hence^ 
Fa is a closed set. aF is closed by a similar argument. In regard 
to F""l, consider the continuous,one-to-one function h(x) » x~^ and its 
continuous inverse function h~*. By 1.18, h^CF"* ) d h""1(F~1) -
F « F. Therefore F""^CIMF) " F~1 and hence F~* is closed. 
(G -  U)a -  G -  Ua. For x E  (G -  U)a,  i f  and o nly i f  xa"" 1  e  G -  U, 
if and only if xa"^ i U, if and only if x J Ua, if and only if x ^ G -
Ua. If  U I s  open,  G -  U i s  closed and hen ce G -  Ua -  (G -  U)a is  
closed by the first part of theorem. Hence Ua is open. Similarly 
aU is open. Further, (G - U)"1 - G - U**1 for x 6 (G - U)"1 if and 
only if x-1 e G - U, if and only if x"1 / U, if and only if x { IT1, 
if and only if x ^ G - IT"^. If U is an open set, then G - U is 
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closed and, therefore, (G - U)"** » G - U~* is closed. Hence U""* is 
open. Since PU «• aU, and UP • ^J^a» then PU a nd UP are open sets 
acP aeP 
where Ua and aU are open sets. 
1.32 Theorem. The topological group G is homogeneous. In other words, 
there exists a continuous, one-to-one function f(x) which transforms 
p into g for any two elements p and q in G. 
Proof : Cbnsider f(x) - xp~*q. By 1,30, f(x) is continuous and 
one-to-one. Further f(p) « pp-^q - eq • q. 
1.33 Theorem. The topological space G of the topological group G is 
regular. 
Proofi By 1.32 it is sufficient to establish the regularity of 
G by considering neighborhoods of the identity e. By combining 
1.29 (3) (4) and since ee~* • e, for every neighborhood U of e, 
there exists a neighborhood V of e such that U, Let p c V. 
By 1,31, pV is a neighborhood of V and by 1.17 pV intersects V, 
Equivalently, there exists b e V such that pb » a e V. Then p » 
ab"1 e W"1C 0. Therefore ?CD. 
1.34 Theorem. Let G b e a topological group, and 8* be a complete 
system of neighborhoods of the identity e. Let M be a subset of G 
which is everywhere dense; in other words, M « G. Then the totality 
Q o f all sets of the form Ux where U e Q*, x e M, form a complete 
system of neighborhoods of the space G, Furthermore, the sets of 
the system ft* satisfy the following conditions; 
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1. the only element common to all sets in R' is e. 
2. If U, V £ fl*, there exists W e fi* and W d U O v, 
3. For every set U in fi', there exists a set V c G* such that 
vv"1c U. 
4. For every set U e R* and a c U there exists V c fi' such that 
Va C«.  
5. Tf U £ R' and a is an arbitrary element of G, then there 
exists V £ R* such that aVa""*d h*. 
Proof: The sets Ux c Q a re open sets by 1.30, Let W be an 
arbitrary open set of G and let a e W, Then Wa"1 is a neighborhood 
-•1 of e. And hence, by 1.15 there exists U e R' such that U dW a 
and by 1,28 (3) (4) since e~^e * e there exists a set V c ft' such 
that W"ld L"dWa~^» But# since K ia everywhere dense, aM""1 is 
also everywhere d ense (1*31),  and h ence,  there exists  d e  vDah"^» 
Since d""*a £ M, Vd**^a c £3. But since d £ V, and VV""* d 
Vd d Wa""^* Hence, Vd~"^a d *»• f urther d c V implies e e Vd"^ and 
hence, a e Vd""*a. Therefore by 1,15 fl is a complete system of 
neighborhoods of a* In regard to the second part, conditions 1 and 2 
are clearly satisfied for any topological space. For U E Q', since 
ee""1 - e, by 1.29 (3) (4) there exists V e 0* such that W~^d 
Therefore condition 3 holds. If U c ft* and a c U, Ua""*- is a 
neighborhood of the identity and hence there exists V e R* such that 
VdUa~*» Equivalently, VadU and therefore condition 4 holds. 
Let U e Q'. Since a~*ea - e £ U, there exists neighborhoods W of 
a and V e Q' such that VT^VW du by 1,28 (3) (4). Then a'^Va d 
vr*vw d U. Therefore condition 5 holds and the theorem is proved. 
1.34 Theorem, Let G b e an abstract group, and G* be a system of 
subsets satisfying conditions 1 through 5 of 1.33. Then a topology 
can be introduced into a group uniquely in such a way that the group 
operations in G a re continuous in this topology, and the system G may 
be taken as a complete system of neighborhoods of the Identity. 
Proof: If the group can be topologlzed in such a way that G' is a 
complete system of neighborhoods of  the Identity,  then by 1.33,  a 
complete system of neighborhoods of a topological space G c an be 
composed of all sets of the form Ux, for U e G' and x « R. Let G b e 
the collection of all sets of this form. 
Let a and b be two distinct elements of the group G. Since the 
Intersection of all sets of the system G* contains only e, there 
exists U e 0* such that ba"1 t U, or equivalently, b t Ua. 
Further if b s Ua, or equivalently, ha""1 e U by condition 4 of 1,33 
there exists V e G* such that Vba~1CI U hence, VbCIUa» Now let Uc 
and Vd be any two neighborhoods of a point p. By the previous remark 
there exist  neighborhoods U*,  V* e  G* such that U'pCIUc and VpG^d 
By c ondition (2)  of  1 .33,  there exists  W t  G* s uch that WCU* D V'» 
Hence Wp CZ Nc Hvd. Further since Wp is a neighborhood of p, and 
combining this conclusion with the result of the preceding paragraph, 
G s atisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.17. Therefore G is a 
topological space and G a complete system of neighborhoods of the 
space. 
It remains to show that the operations of the group G a re continuous 
in this topology. Let c » ab~^ and W'c* be a neighborhood of the 
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point c. By what has already been shown, there exists Weft' such 
that WcCZWc' and there exists by condition (3) of 1.33 U e fl' such 
that UU"1CW. Further by condition (5) of 1.33 there exists V t G' 
such that ab~^Vba~^ C U. Equivalently, ab"*^V"^ba""^ CI hence, 
ab~^"V~l CZ U~lab""^. Therefore Ua(Vb)"1 ™ Uab^V*" 1 CI U U~*^" CI Web"1 • 
Wc C I  W c*.  Therefore the group operations are continuous and hence G 
is a topological group by definition. 
Finally, let W be an arbitrary open set in G c ontaining e. Since Q i s 
a basis of G about the point e, there exists a neighborhood Ua of e 
such that UaC«. Since e e Ua, ea"1 - a""1 c U and hence, by condition 
4 of 1.33 there exists V e G* such that Va**1CU. Equivalently, 
VCUsCW and since V is a neighborhood of e, fi' is a basis about 
the point e by definition. 
It will now be shown that if a topology -^is given in a group G under 
which the system n* can be taken as a complete system of neighborhoods 
of the identity, then this topology J coincides with the topology 
constructed by means of Q. To prove this, it is sufficient to show 
that A ca n be taken as a complete system of neighborhoods in the 
topology t/ • 
By assumption Q1 is a complete system of neighborhoods in 'J , and 
hence, all sets in Q* are open sets in i7 . Then by 1.31 all sets in 
n are open sets in . Let W be an open set in containing a. 
Then Ma"1, an open set, contains e. Since fi* is a complete system of 
neighborhoods of e, there exists U e Q1 such that U C Wa"1, or 
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equlvalently Ua C W. Since Ua e 8, 8 is a complete system of 
neighborhoods in the topology ~̂ J . 
1.35 Definition. A subset H o f a topological group G is called a 
subgroup of the topological group G if s 
1. H i s a subgroup of the abstract group G. 
2. H is a closed subset of the topological space G. 
1.36 Definition. A mapping g of a topological group G into a 
topological group G* is called homomorphic if : 
1. g is a homomorphic mapping of the abstract group G into the 
abstract group G*. 
2. g is a continuous mapping of the topological space G into the 
topological  space G*. 
The concept of continuous functions on a topological group may be 
modified into an equivalent definition to be presented here. 
1.37 Definit ion.  A real valued function f(x) defined on a subset H 
of a topological group G is continuous at a e M i f and only if there 
exists for every positive c, a neighborhood V of the identity e such 
that i f  x e M and xa~* e  V, then | f(x)  -  f(a) |  < e .  
1.38 Definition. Let M b e a subset of a topological group G a nd f(x) 
a real valued function. Then f(x) is uniformly continuous if for 
every c > 0t there exists a neighborhood V of the Identity in G such 
that x'^y t  V im plies (f(x)  -  f(y) |  < e ,  for x t  y e M. 
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l f39 Theorem. Let f(x)  be a continuous,  real-valued function defined 
on a compact subset M o f a topological group G. Then f(x) is uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof I Let * be an arbitrary positive number. Since f(x) ia 
continuous, for every point a * M t here exists a neighborhood Va of e 
such that if x""*a c Va and x e M, then lf(x) - f(a) I < £/2, Note 
that since ee « e, by 1.29 (3) there exists a neighborhood Wa of the 
identity such that WftWa (Z Vft. The system of open sets ^Wfia l a « m) 
is clearly an open covering of M» Since H is compact a finite 
collection ^W^a^, i i * 1» 2, ..., n) may be selected such that 
n n 
IJW, a.  ~)H, Let V -  (~)U ,  V i s  an open s et  containing the 
i-1 1 i-1 1 
n 
identity. Let x, y e M and xy"*1 e V. Since y s U wa,ai» there 
i-1 1 
exists k such that y e Wa^ak, or equivalently, ya^**1 c Wafe. Since 
wakCvak* lf<y> " f (ak) I * c/2* Further, xa^1 - xy^a^1 e 
WakC\wakCvV Hence, |f(x) - f(ak)| < c/2. Therefore, 
| f(x)  -  f(y)  |  < | f(x)  -  f(ak) |  + | f(y)  -  f(ak) |  < e /2 + e/2 -  «.  
Hence, f(x) is uniformly continuous on M. 
1.40 Definition. Let M be a subset of a topological group G. A set A 
of functions defined on M i s equi-continuous if for every c > 0, there 
exists a neighborhood V of the identity such that xy"l e V implies 
|f(x) - f(y)| < e for every function in A. 
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1.41 Definit ion.  A sequence of real-valued functions {fn(x)} defined 
on a subset M of  a topological  group G converges uniformly to f(x)  
defined on M, if for every e > 0, there exists an integer m s uch that 
jf (x) - fn(x) | < E for ta £ n and arbitrary x e M» A collection A o f 
functions defined on M i s uniformly bounded if there exists L such 
that |f(x)| _< L for every function f(x) e A a nd x e M. 
1.42 Theorem. Let G be a topological group, satisfying the second 
axiom of countabillty, and M a compact subset of G, Let A b e an 
equi-contlnuous, uniformly bounded set of functions defined on M, 
Then a uniformly convergent subsequence can be selected from any 
sequence A' - {fjCx), ...» fn(x), of functions in A. 
Proof ( The proof depends on several theorems not presented and will 
be omitted. 
1.43 Definit ion.  Let M be a compact topological space and f(x) a 
continuous function defined on M. V{f(x)} will be the maximum of 
f(x) for x e M. A{f(x)} will be the minimum of f(x) for x e M» The 
number W(f(x)) • V{f(x)} - A{f(x)} will denote the variation of the 
function f(x) .  
1.44 Theorem. Let {fn(x)} be a uniformly convergent sequence of real-
valued functions converging to f(x) on a compact topological space M. 
Then A{fn(x)}  -  A{f(x)},  lj lm V{f n<x)} -  V{f(x)> and l^m W (fn(x))  •  
W(f(x)) .  
Proof : Let e > 0 be given. By the definition of uniform convergence 
there exists m s uch that n £ m I mplies ]fn(x) - f(x)| < e/3 for all 
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x e M, Let a e M, then there exists a neighborhood V of the identity 
such that x c M and xa""^ c V implies |fn(x) - fn(a) | < e/3, Hence, 
for x e M and xa" 1  e V, | f (x)  -  f(a) |  » | f(x)  -  fn(x)  + fn(x)  -  fn(a)  + 
fn(a)  -  f(a) |  < | f (x)  -  fn(x) |  + | fn(x)  -  fn(a)l  + | fn<a) -  f(a) |  < 
e/3 •+• e/3 + e/3 «• e. Hence, f is continuous at each a e M. Since M 
is compact, V{£(x)}, A{f(x)} and hence, W(f(x)) exist. 
/ 
For e > 0, there exists m s uch that n >_ m i mplies |fn(x) - f(x)| < e 
for each x e M. Let V(f(x)} « f(*k^ and *° ^Q(xj)* V(f(x)} >. 
f (xj)  and V {fn(x)}  >_ f (xk) .  Hence,  V{fn(x)}  -  V{f(x)} <_ fn(*j)  -
f(xj)  and V{f(x)> •  V(fn(x)}  <. f(*k^ " fn^ xk^* Th®*®*0*® 
|v{f(x)} -  V{fn(x)} |  < e  for n j» m. Hence l^g V{fn(x)} «• V{f(x)}. 
Similarly lira A{fn(x)} - A{f(x)}» Therefore lira W(fn(x)) - lira fin** n-*» H"** 
V{fn(x)}  -  A(fn(x)}  -  V{f(x)} -  A{f(x)} -  w(f(x)) .  
CHAPTER II 
One of the principal results of this work is to establish invariant 
integration of a topological group. Originally, an invariant measure 
in a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of countability 
was constructed by Haar. An independent construction of invariant 
integration in compact groups with the second axiom of countability 
was developed by von Neumann a bit later. With small variation, 
von Neumann's construction will be presented here. 
In what follows G w ill be a compact topological group satisfying the 
second axiom of countability. All functions considered on G will be 
assumed real-valued and continuous. 
2.1 Definition. Invariant integration is defined over a compact 
topological  group G i f  the fol lowing conditions are satisf ied! 
1. To every continuous function f(x) defined on G there corres­
ponds a real  number I( f(x)) .  
2. If a is a real number, then I(af(x)) - al(f(x))« 
3.  If  f(x)  and g (x)  are two cont inuous functions,  then I(f(x)  + 
g(x))  -  I(f(x))  + I(g(x)) .  
4.  If  f(x)  is  a non-negative function,  then I<f(x))  >,  0 .  
5.  If  f(x)  » 1 for every x,  then I(f(x)> » 1.  
6.  If  f(x)  is  non-negative and i s  not identically zero,  then 
I(f(x))  > 0 .  
7. If a e G, then I(f(xa>) - I(f(x)). 
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8* If a e G, then I(f(ax)) - I(f(x)). 
9.  I(ft*"1))  -  I(f(x)) .  
2.2 Definit ion,  For every finite subset A - {a^ a2, ..., %) of G 
and f or every continuous function f(x)  on G, define M(Aj f(x))  •  
f fCxa"1)/®. 
i-1 
2.3 Theorem. M(A; f(x)) is a continuous function defined on G. 
Proof t  Since f(x) is continuous at each x, f(x) is continuous at 
xa^, for each i  e (1,  2 t  . . .»  and each x .  Since M(Aj f (x))  
is a finite sum of continuous functions, the desired result holds. 
2.4 Theorem. A{M(A; £(x))} £ A{f(x)} 
V{M(A} f(x))> <, V{f(x) > 
W(M(A} f (x)))  < W (f(x))» 
Proof: Since f(x) is a continuous function on a compact set, its 
range is compact. Further, since its range is a set of real numbers, 
the range is bounded and closed. Hence, there exists xk e G such 
that A{f(x)} - f(xk) and Xj e G s uch that V{f(x)> - f^). Let A 
r -1 be any finite subset of G. Then M(A{ f(x)) — \ f (xa^ )/m J* 
i-1 
I  f  (x ) /m -  f(x )  -  V{f(x)>,  and M( A; f (x))  -  I  f(xa-1) /® > 
±ml i J i-1 
I  f(xk) /ra -  f(xk)  -  A{f(x)  }» Hence,  V{M(A} £(x))}  < V (f(x)> and 
i-1 
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A{M(A;  £ (X ) )>  _> A {£(x)} .  Finally,  W(M(A;  £(x)))  -  V(M(A;  £(X))> -
A(M(A;  f (x))> < v(f(x)} -  A{F(*)}  -  W(f(x))« 
mm wmmmE' Let A — &2i • *., find B • b£, < * * i J 
be any two Finite subsets of G, Then H(A; M(Bj £(x))) - M(ABj f(x))« 
Proof: By definition, AB - (xyj (x, y) E AXB) .  Clearly AB con tains 
ran elements and M(ABj f(x)) » ]Tf (xc 7*-)/ran - T f f(xta.b,)"1^ -
i-1 j-1 k-1 3 
I  < I  faxb^JATBAO /m -  I  M(B;  f (xaT1)) /m -  H(A;  M (B;  f (x))) .  
j-1 k-1 J j-1 J 
2.6 Theorem* If f is a non-constant continuous function defined on G, 
then there exists in G a finite set A of elements such that 
W(M(A; f (x)))  < W (f(x)) .  
Proof: Let A{f(x)} » k and vtf(x)) - t. Since f(x) is continuous 
and non-constant, k < t, there exists an open set U CZ G su ch that for 
4 
all x e 0, f(x) _< h < t. The set {Ua; a e 6} is an open covering of 
G and since G is compact, there exists a finite set {a^, a2, ..., atn) 
of elements in G such that ^Ua^, Ha2» ••«, covers G. Clearly 
for each x t G, x e Ua^ for some j. Hence xaj1 6 0 and f(xaj*) £ 
h < t .  Further for al l  x e G, and for i  e ( l ,  2,  . . . ,  m),  k ^ 
f(xaj^) ^ t. Let A - {a-^, a2, ..., aj,,). Then for each x e G, 
M(A} f(x)) — f f(xaT1) /m -  f ftxa?1)/® + fCxa"1)/® < f t/m + h/m -
i-1 i^j 3 t¥i 
(m -  l)t /m + h/m < (m -  l)t /m + t/m -  t  where j  is  the index depend­
ing on x. Hence M(Aj f(x)) < t for all x e G. Therefore 
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V{M(A} f(x))} < t and since A{M(A; f(x)))j< k, W(M(A; f(x))) « 
V{M(A; f (x))}  -  A{M(A; f (x))}  < t  -  k -  W(f(x)) .  
2.6 Definit ion* Let f(x) be a continuous function defined on G, A 
real number p will be a right mean of the function f(x) if for every 
e < 0, there exists a finite set A C G  such that |M(A; f(x)) - p| < e* 
2.7 Theorem. Every continuous function f(x) defined on G h as at least 
fi St.. '/ • 
one right mean. 
Proof| Let A b e the totality of functions M(A} f(x)) where f(x) is a 
given function and A any finite subset of G. The system A is uniformly 
bounded, s ince A{f(x)> A{M(A{ f(x))> £  V{M(Aj f (x))> <_ V{f<x)> 
for every finite set A CIG by 2.4. Since f(x) is continuous and G is 
compact, f(x) is uniformly continuous, and hence e < 0, a neighborhood 
V of the identity may be found such that |f(x) - f(y)| < e for 
xy""1 e V. Further, if A « {a^, a2» •••» is finite »et of 
elements of G, (xaji) (yaji)~i » (xa|i) (a^y"^) » ay""* e V. Hence 
IffxaJ 1)  -  f(yaji) |  < e whenever xy ""1  e V, and therefore Jm(A;  f (x))  -
M(Aj f (y)) |  -  |  I f(xa| 1) /m -  ]> f<yaT 1) /mI — I  JfCxaJ^I/m < £ e/m 
i-1 i-1 1 i-1 i-1 
- e. Hence each function in A is uniformly continuous. Therefore A 
is equi-continuous. Let s - A{W(M(A;  F(x))) |M(A;  f (x))  c  A).  Then 
there exists a sequence of functions M^} f<x)), M(A2; f(x)), 
M(A^; f<x)>, .... such that liS W<"<V f(x))) - s. Since A is equi-
continuous and uniformly bounded there exists a uniformly convergent 
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subsequence {M^ ; f(x))> - {%(*)} whose limit is g(x). Clearly 
W(g(x))  -  14» WCMCA^j f (x)))  -  l^g WCMC^; f (x)))  -  s .  
Suppose g(x) is non-constant. Then, by 2.6, there exists a finite 
subset B « (bp b2, ...» bk) such that W(M(B; g(x))) • s' < s. Let 
e » (s - s')/3. Since {gn(x)J converges uniformly to g(x), there 
exists k such that lg(x) - gk(x)I < «. Then, for any finite subset 
A- {a l f  a 2 ,  ajj) ,  IgCxa^1)  -  gk(xa^1)  |  < e .  Hence |M(A ,  g(x)  -
M(A} gk(x) |  -  |  I g(x&1 l) /n -  I gk(xaj1) /n|  < \  IgCxa^1)  -
i-1 i-1 i-1 
G J ^xa^ L / N  < I e/n - e. And in particular, |M(B , g(x)) -
i-1 
M(B,  gk(x)) |  < e .  Hence W(M(B;  gk<x))) - V(M(B;  gk(x))> -
A <M(BI gk(x)))  -  V{M(B;  gk(x))> -  V{M(B;  g(x))> -  A{ M (B;  gk(x))> + 
A{M(BJ g(x))> + W(M(B;  g(x)))  |v{M (B;  gk(x))> -  V(M(BJ g(x))>|  + 
|A(M(B;  g(x))> -  A{M(B;  gk(x))> 4- W( M(B;  g(x)))  < e  + e + s* -
2(s -  s') /3 + s '  » 2s/3 + s ' /3 < 3a/3 -  s .  The function M(B; gk))  
belongs to A, for gk(x) « M(C; f(x>) for some finite set CCG and by 
2.3, M(B; M(CJ f(x))) » M(BC; f(x)). Since s is the greatest lower 
bound of functions in A and M(BC; f(x)) < s the desired contradiction 
is reached. Therefore g(x) is constant. Let g(x) - p. How, since 
the sequence {gk(x)} converges uniformly to g(x) - p, for c < 0, there 
exists n such that |gn(x) - p| < e. Equivalently, since gn(x) e A, 
there exists a finite set ACG such that |M(A; f(x)) - p| < e. Hence 
A h as a right mean. 
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2,8 Definit ion, Define M*(B; f(x)) - I  £ ( , b ± x ) / n .  Where B -
i-1 
b2 ,  bn)  is  any f inite subset of  G a nd f(x)  i s  a continuous 
function defined on G. 
2*9 Theorem. M*(B; f(x)) is a continuous function defined on G. 
Proof:  The result  fol lows in a manner i dentical  to 2.3,  
2.10 Theorem. M(A; M'(B; f(x))) - M'(B; M(A; f(x))). 
Proof:  Let A -  a2 ,  •  ••* a^ and B -  (b^, b 2» •••» bnJ be 
finite subsets of G and let f(x) be a continuous function on G. 
M(A; M* (B; f(x))) - M(A; S fO^xJ/n) - ? ( ? f((b.xjal1)/^/® -
j-1 i-1 j-1 
? (  t  f(b; (xaT1)) /®)^ -  M'(B; t  fUaT1) /®) -  M1  (B; M(A; f (x))) .  
j-1 i-1 1 i-1 
2.11 Definition. A left mean of a continuous function f(x) defined 
on G is a real number q such that, for every e > 0, there exists a 
finite set B « (b^, b2> • ••» bn) of elements of G such that 
|M*(B; f(x))  -  q|  < C .  
2.12 Theorem. Every continuous function f(x) on G h as at least on© 
left mean. 
Proof: For a, b e g, define a*b - ba e G. Let G' be the set of 
elements of G w ith the above operation *. The operation x is 
obviously closed since G i s  a group. a*(b*c) -  ax(cb) -  (cb)a •  
c(ba) - (ba)xc - (axb)xc by the operation x and associativity in G. 
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a*e > ea • a • ae « exa where e is the identity in G and hence in G*. 
axa""* - a~-^a - e » aa""*- • a~^xa where a * is the inverse of a in G and 
hence in G*. Therefore G' is a group. Further, if 'J is a topology 
on G, the continuity of  ba in G imp lies the continuity of  axb in G*. 
Hence (G', ) is a topological group. Let f be continuous at a e G 
» G*. For every e < 0, there exists a neighborhood U of the identity 
such that x e Ua implies |f(x) - f(a)| < e. But x e Ua implies 
xa""^ e U. Hence, a""^x x e U which implies x € axU, Hence, for e < 0, 
there exists a neighborhood U of identity such that x c a*U implies 
|f(x) - f(a)| < e. Therefore f(x) is continuous at a in G*. Hence, 
f(x) is a continuous function on G' whenever it is a continuous 
function on G. 
Let £(x) be a continuous function on G. By the above argument £(x) 
is a continuous function on G' and by 2.7 there exists a right mean q 
with the property that for every e < 0, there exists a finite set 
B - {b1# b2, ..., bR} of elements of G - G* such that |M(BJ f(x)) -
n . n , 
qj < c .  But,  M(B; f (x))  -  J f(xb7 ) /n -  ]> f ( b±  x)/n -  M*(B"1;  f (x))  
i-1 i-1 
and B""1 is the necessary finite set such that |M'(B"^} f(x)) - q| < e. 
Hence q is a left mean for f(x). 
2.13 Definit ion.  If  a continuous function £(x) has exactly one left  
mean and exactly one right mean and the two coincide, then the unique 
mean thus obtained is  called the mean o f  f(x)  and designated I(f(x)) .  
2.14 Theorem. I(f(x)> exists for each continuous function f(x) on G. 
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Prooft  Let f(x)  be a continuous function defined on G. Let p and 
* 
q be right and left means of f(x) guaranteed by 2.7 and 2.12. There 
exist finite sets A - {a^, a2, ...» a,,,) and B « {b^, b2, ...» bn> 
of elements of G such that for e < 0, |M(A; f(x)) - pj < e and 
n 
|M ' (B; f(x))  -  q|  < e ,  |M*(B; M(A; f(x)))  -  p|  -  |  I M(A; f (bjx)) /n -
i-1 
n n » 
I  p /n|  < I  ]M(A ;  fCb.x))  -  p| /n < I  c/n -  e.  Similarly 
j - 1  ~  J - i  i m l  
m  ® 
|H(A; M'(B{ f(x)>) -  q|  -  I  M* (B; f(xaJX)) /m -  ][ q/ra |  <,  
i-1 j-1 
St ® 
I  |M'(B; f(xa^1))  -  q|/m < I  c/n -  e.  Hence |p -  q|  -  |p -
i-1 i-1 
M^B; M(A; f(x))) + M(A; M'(B;  f(x)))  -  q|  <. |p  -  M*(BJ M(A| f(x))) |  + 
|M(A; M'(BJ f(x))) -q| < e + c - 2e by 2.10. Since this relation is 
true for al l  e < 0 ,  p -  q.  By definition let  l( f(x))  -  p « q.  
2.15 Lemma. Let B - {b^ b2, ...» bQ} by any finite subset of G and 
f(x)  be a continuous function on G. Then I(M(Bj f (x)))  — I (f(x)) .  
Proofl  Let I(f(x))  -  p.  Then p is  a left  mean o f  f(x).  Hence,  for 
e > 0  there exists  a f inite set  CCZG such that |M'(Cf f(x))  — pj  < e» 
Let B - {bp b2, ..., bnJ be any finite subset of G. Then 
|M* (C; M(B; f (x)))  -  P |  -  |M(B; H«(C ; f (x)))  -  p|  -
|  ^M'(C; f(xbT1)) /n -  f  p/n|  < I  |M« <C; fCxb"1))  -  p| /n < I  e/n -
i»l i-1 i-1 l"1 
e by 2.10. Hence p is a left mean of M(B; f(x)). Therefore 
1(M(B; f (x)))  -  p -  I(f(x)) .  
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2.16 Theorem. If £(x) and g(x) are two continuous functions defined 
on G, then I(f(x)  + g(x))  -  I(f(x))  + I(g(x)).  
Proof: Let I(f(x)) - p and I(g(x>) - q. Since q is a right mean of 
g(x) ,  for e /2 > 0 there exists  a f inite set  B » (b^,  b2 ,  . . .»  bn)  of  
elements of G such that |M(B; g(x)) - q| < c/2 .  Let C -
^ C L» c2* •••» cm* b e  A °Y finite subset of G. Then |M(CBJ g(x)> - q| -
m m 
|M(C; M(B; g(x)))  -  q|  -  |  I M(B; gtxcT1) /® -  I q/m| <, 
i-1 i-1 
m m 
1 |M(B; g(xcT ))  -  q| /m < j> e /2m -  e/2 by 2.5,  By 2,9,  
i-1 1 i-1 
I(M(B; f(x)))  -  I(f(x)) .  Hence,  p is  a right mean for H(3; f (x)) .  
Therefore,  for c / 2  > 0 ,  there exists  a f inite set  A -  {a^ a2 ,  . . •» A K^ 
of elements of  G such that |M (AB;  f(x))  -  p|  -  |M (A;  M (B;  f(x)))  -  p|  
< e/2 by 2.5, For A - C of the preceding argument |M(AB; £(X)) - q| < 
e /2 .  Hence,  |M (AB;  f(x)  + g(x))  -  <p + q) 1 <,  |m(AB;  f (x))  -  p|  + 
|M(AB; g(x)) - q| < c/2 + c/2 - e. Therefore, p + q is a right mean 
for f(x)  + g(x).  By 2 ,13,  I(f(x)  + g(x))  -  p + q -  I(f(x))  + I(g(x)>.  
2.17 Theorem. I(f(xa)) « I(f(x)) - I(f(ax)). 
Proof:  Let p -  I(f(xa)) .  Then p i s  a right mean for f(xa) and hen ce,  
for c > 0, there exists a finite set B - {b-^, b2, ...» bnJ of elements 
of G such that |M(B; f(xa))  -  p|  < c .  But,  |H(B~^} f(x))  -  p|  -
| 1 f (x(bia~*)""3-)/n - p| • | I fCCxaJb.1)/" - p| - |M(B; f(xa)) - p| < 
i-1 i-1 
c. Hence, p is a right mean for f(x) which by 2.13 gives I(f(xa)) -
I(f(x)) ,  Similarly let  q -  I(f(ax)) .  Then q is  a left  mean o f  f(ax) 
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and hence, for e > 0, there exists a finite set C « {c^, c2» .C JJ)  
of elements of  G such that IH*(C; f(ax))  -  p|  < e .  But |M'(Ca; f (x))  -
ql -  I f  f((c1a)x)/n -  qi -  I ?  f(c i(ax))/n -  q|  » 1m*<C; f (ax))  -  q|  < 
i-1 i-1 
e. Hence, q is a left mean for f(x) and by 2.13, I(f(ax)) » l(f(x)). 
2,18 Theorem. If f(x) is a non-negative continuous function defined on 
G which is  not identically zero,  then I(f(x))  > 0 .  
Proof:  Let c  £ G such that f(c)  * 0 .  Then, there exists  a neighbor­
hood U of c such that for x € U, f(x) ^ h * 0 for some h. The 
collection (Ua; a £ G^ covers G and since G i s compact, and finite set 
A - a^, a^) of elements of G may be chosen such that 
{Ua1# Ua2, Uajj) covers G, For x « G, x £ Uak, or equivalently 
xa^1 £ U for some k £ Cl, 2, n^, and since f(x) ^ 0 for all x, 
M(A; f(x)) - f f(xa7*)/n » ? fCxaT^/n * 0 + h/n - h/n. Let B » 
i-1 1 i^k 
ibi ,  b2 ,  . .«» bmJ be any arbitrary f inite subset of  G, Then 
M'(B; M(A; f (x)))  -  ? M(A{ f(b,x)) /ra > f  h/nra -  h/n.  Furthermore,  
i-1 ~ i-1 
for h/2n >  0,  there exists  a f inite set  C -  (c^,  c2 ,  ck)  of  
elements of G s uch that |m'(C; M (A;  f(x)))  -  I(M (A|  f(x))) |  < h/ 2n 
since I(M(A; f(x))) is a left mean for M(A{ f(x)). Taking C - B, the 
last relations and a small transformation give I(M(A; f(x)) > -h/2n + 
M'(C; K(A; f (x)))  ^-h/2n + h/n -  h/2n > 0 .  Hence,  I(f(x))  -
I(M(A; f(x))  > h/ 2n > 0  by 2.15.  
2,15 Theorem. X(af(x)) « «I(f(x)) for every real number °, 
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Proof: For any finite set A * {a,, a , a } of elements of G, 12 m 
m  . m 
M(A; af(x))  -  7 ctf(xa7 ) /m -  a I  f(xa7 ) /m -  c*M(A; f (x)) .  Let p -
i-1 1 i-1 
X(f(x)) .  Then f or e > 0 ,  there exists  a f inite set  B « 
{b^, b2, bn> of elements of G such that |M(B; £(X))  -  p|  < e .  
Furthermore, with the previous relations, |H(BJ af(x)) - ap| -
|aM(B; f (x))  -  ap|  -  |a |  |M(B;  f (x)  -  p|  < |a |  e .  Hence ap i s  a right 
mean for af(x) and by 2.13 I(af(x)) - ap - al(f(x)). 
2.20 Theorem. If f(x) is non-negative then I(f(x>) >_ 0, 
Proof: For every finite set A - (a^, a2, ••*, an) of elements of G. 
M(A; f(x)) - ^ fCxa^J/n > 0. For e > 0 and since I(f(x)) is a 
i-1 
right mean of f(x), there exists a finite set B - tb^, b2, bffl) 
of elements of G such that |m(B; f(x)) - I(f(x))| * e, which implies 
I(f(x)) > M(B; f(x)) - g. Hence I(f(x)) > -e. The last relation 
does not depend on G ,  hence I(f(x))  ^ 0.  
2.21 Theorem. If £(x) - 1 identically, then I(f(x)) - 1. 
Proof: For every finite set B » tb^, b2, ..., bn) of elements of G, 
M(B; f(x))  -  I £(xbT*")/n -  f  1/n -  1.  Hence,  |M(B; f(x)) - l| « 
i-1 i-1 
|l - ll - 0 < e for all e > o. Therefore 1 is a right mean for f(x) 
and by 2.13,  I(f(x))  -  1.  
2.22 Theorem. If f(x) and g(x) are continuous functions on G a nd 
f(*)  >. g(* )  f o r  a 1 1  x e G, then I(f(x))  >.I(g(x)) .  
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Proof: f(x) - g(x) is a non-negative continuous function defined 
on G. By 2 .16,  2.19 and 2 .20,  I(f(x))  -  I(g(x))  -  I(f(x)  -  g(x)> >.0.  
Hence I (f(x))  j> I ( g(x)) ,  
2.23 Theorem. I(f (x)) <. I( | f (x) |). 
Proof:  - | f (x) |  _< f (x)  <_ | f (x) |  and | f(x) |  is  continuous on G i f  f(x)  
is  continuous.  By 2, 19 and 2.22,  -I( | f(x) | )  -  I(- | f (x) | )  < I(f(x))  < 
I ( | f(x) |) .  Hence | l ( f<x)) |  < I ( | f (x) |) .  
2.24 Theorem. If I'(f(x» is an integral satisfying conditions 1, 2, 
3,  4,  5 and 7 of  2.1,  then I' (f(x))  -  I(f(x)).  
Proof: Let p be a right mean of £(x). Then, for c > 0, there exists 
a finite set A - {«1# a2> aQ} of elements of G s uch that 
n 
|M(AJ f(x))  -  pj < e .  Then | l ' ( f(x)> -  p|  » |  \  I1(f(x)) /n -  p|  -
1-1 
|  f  I'(f(x))/n -  pi*(1) |  -  |  I I t(f(xaJ 1) /n -  pl»(l) |  -
i-1 i-1 
|  I  I'tfCxa"1)) /^ + I* <-p) |  -  11" (  I  f(xa"^/n -  p) |  -  | l ' (M(A; f(x))  -
i-1 1 i-1 
p) | <_ I* |M<A; f(x)) - p| <, I'(e) - el'(l) - e by conditions 5, 7, 2, 
3 ,  2,  5 of  2.22 and 2 .23.  Hence,  | l ' ( f(x))  -  p|  <. e  for all  e > 0 .  
Therefore I1(£(*)) - p - I(f(x)) by 2.13, 
2.25 Theorem. I(f(x"*^)) - I(f(x)). 
Proof:  Define I*(f(x))  -  KfCx"* 1))  for every continuous function f(x)  
defined on G. By 2.19,  l '(af(x))  -  I(af(x~1))  -  -  al^Kx)) 
for any real number a. By 2,16, I*(f(x) + g(x)) » I(f(x"*^) + g(x *)) -
I(f(x - 1))  + KgCx"" 1))  -  I* (f(x))  + l ' (g(x))  for continuous functions 
f(x) and g(x) on G. When f(x) _> 0 for all x e G, f(x""*) >_ 0 for all 
x e G. Hence I*(f<x))  -  I(f(x" 1))  > 0 by 2.20.  If  f(x)  -  1 for al l  
x e G, f(x~1)  -  1 for al l  x e G a nd I '(f (x))  -  KfU'1))  -  1 by 2.21.  
Finally for a £ G, I»(f(xa)) - I(f((xa)"1)) - I(f(a'V1)) -
I(f(x"1)) - I*(f(x)) by 2.17. Hence, I'(f(x)) is an integral 
satisfying condit ions of  2.24.  Hence,  l ' ( f(x))  •  I(f  (x""-'-) )  «  I(f(x))  
2.26 Theorem. If f is a real-valued, continuous function defined on 
a compact topological group G s atisfying the second axiom of count-
ability, then invariant integration is defined on G. 
Prooft The result follows from Theorems 2.14, 2,19, 2.16, 2.20, 2.21 
2.18, 2.17, and 2.25, and Definition 2.1. 
CHAPTER III 
The purpose of the following chapters Is to establish a series of 
concepts and relations of ordinary analysis with the integral pre­
viously defined. With the remaining work of the thesis directed 
toward defining representations of a topological group and the com­
pleteness of the system of irreducible representations thus formed, 
much of what could be done in this area will be omitted. Prime 
import will be given those theorems and concepts necessary for the 
final work. 
In what follows G w ill be a compact topological group satisfying the 
second axiom of countability. All functions considered on G w ill be 
supposed c ontinuous.  Adopting a more standa rd notation,  I(f(x)> 
will be written ff(x)dx. Further, to give a more general form, the 
functions under consideration will take on complex as well as real 
values. In conjunction with this x will be the conjugate of x. 
3.1 Definition. Two functions o(x) and $(x) defined on G a re called 
orthogonal if /o(x)^{x)dx * 0. A set A of functions on G is called an 
orthogonal system if any two distinct functions belonging to A are 
orthogonal. A function o(x) defined on G w ill be called normal if 
/o(x)o(x)dx » 1, An orthogonal system A will be called orthonoraal if 
every function o(x) a A is normal. 
3.2 Theorem. f o ( x ) t ( x ) d x  • 0 implies f $ ( x ) o ( x ) d x  « 0. 
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Proof: Since conjugation carries over integration 0 « (f -
/o<x)*5ydx - /jsr*(x)d*. 
3» 3 Theorem. If A is a system of functions of G w hich does not 
contain the identically zero function, then A may be normalized. 
Proof: For each o(i) e A, let B • //a(x)o(x)dx. Since o(x) and 
consequently o(x) are not identically zero, o(x)o(x) is not identically 
zero. Further, o(x)o(x) is non-negative and real. Hence, by 2,18, 
fa(x)a(x)dx > 0, and B is defined for each a(x) e A* Consider for 
each a(x)  e  A, a'(x)  -  a(x)/B.  Then fa'(x)a rMdx -  fo(x)oOt)dx/B2  -
/o(x)a(x)dx//a(x)o(x)dx - 1, A' - {o'(x)| o(x) e A} Is the 
normalized system, 
3.4 Definit ion,  Let A -  {(^(x),  o2(x)  on(x)  }  be a count­
able orthonormal system. Let g(x) be a function defined on G and 
iet hn - /g(x)on<x)dx. The numbers hn, for n - 1, 2, are 
called the Fourier coefficients of the function g(x) with respect to 
A. 
3.5 Theorem. If {h^} are the Fourier coefficients of a function g(x) 
defined on G w ith respect to a countable, orthonormal system A, then 
« 
I hihi 1  f g ( x ) g ( x ) d x .  
i-1 
n 
Proofs Let gn(x)  -  J h o <x).  Let 8 -  /(g(x) -  gfx))  (7HT -
i=l 
gn(x))dx.  6 is  non-negative because the integrand is  a product of  
conjugates and hence non-negative.  Further,  / (g(x)  -  gjjCx))  (g(x)  -
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gn(x))dx -  /g(x)g(x)dx -  /gn(x)g(x)dx -  /g(x)gn(x)dx + f g a ( x ) g n ( x ) d x t  
— .  n  — n  
where Jgn(x)g(x)dx - /( £ hjOiteJJgCxJdx - £ h 1 J g ( x ) a . ( x ) d x  -  £ h.h. ,  
i-1 i-1 1 i-1 
—— n n » n 
j 8 ( x ) & Q ( x ) d x  " /g(*)(  I  hjO^xJJdx -  j» h . /g teJOfUJdx -  J h^hi,  and 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
M n n _____ n 
/sn(x)gn(x)d* - /( I h^U)) (  J h^U^dx -  /(  £ h ia i(x)h1a.(x))dx + 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
n _________ n ____ n ____^ 
2/Jjj ^i0i^x)hjaj (*)dx - J h1hi/a1(x)oi(x)dx 4- 2 J h^hpcr^xjo^ (x)dx • 
n —. n —. n 
I  h.h.  •  1  + 2 J hjh.  •  0 -  £ ^ i^j by the orthogonality and norm ality 
i-1 i*j i-1 
relations of A* Hence, 0 < R - /(g(x> - gn(x)) (g(x) - gn(x))dx -
, . n _____ n _____ n ______ «_«. 11 
Jg(x)g(x)dx -  -  £ hjh^ + £ h jhj -  Jg(x)g(x)dx -  £ hf**!* 
n _____ 
Therefore, for each n»l, 2, ...., £ ki'ni < /g(x)g(x)dx* Hence, 
i-1 
m  
I hihi 1 /g(x)g(*)dx. 
i-1 
3.6 Definit ion. A countable, orthonorraal system A is complete if, 
«® 
for every function g(x), £ h.h. - /g(x)g(x)dx where h4, 
i-1 
i  « 1,  2,  . . .* ,  are the Fourier coefficients with raapect to A. If  A 
is an orthogonal system and its normalized system A* is complete, 
then A is said to be complete. 
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3.7 Definition, A set A of functions defined on G is called a ' 
uniformly complete system if, for every function g(x) defined on G 
and for every e > 0, there exists a finite lijaear form g' (x) -
n 
I a^OjCx) with constant coefficients a. and o.(x) e A, for i » 
i-1 1 1 
1, 2, n, such that |g(x) - g'(x)j < e. 
3.8 Theorem, If A is a countable, orthogonal system of functions on 
G a nd if A is uniformly complete, then it is a complete orthogonal 
system of functions. 
Proofs Let g(x) be a function defined on G, Let h^, i - 1, 2 
be the Fourier coefficients of g(x) with respect to A. Let n be a 
n 
fixed integer and consider g*(x)« £ a^o^(x) with arbitrary numbers 
i-1 
ai» i " 1» 2, n. Let y  - /(g(x) - g*(x)> ( g ( x )  - g' (x))dx. 
Being the integral of a product of conjugates, y  £ 0 by Theorem 2.20, 
Now, /(g(x) - g'(jc)) (g(x) - g' (x))dx « /g(x)g(x)dx - /g* (x)g(x)dx -
/gMg'Wdx + /g'(x)g'(x)dx, where /g* (x)g(x)dx -
/( I  aioi(x))g(x)dx - I  a1/g(x)cf1(x)dx » I  a,h4t f g ( x ) g ' ( x ) d x  •  
i-1 i-1 i-1 1 
n _______ n __ _____ n __ . 
/g(x)( I «jcr£<x))dx - ][ a1/g(x)oi(x)dx - j[ ajhi# and /g*(x)g'(x)dx -
i-1 i-1 i-1 
B n n _ ___ 
J( I aiai(x)) ( £ aiO-j^CxJJdx - /( £ a.ajO., (x)a. (x))dx + 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
B — ——. n __ _____ n «... _____ 
2/( I aiaj°i(x)aj(x) ) d x  -  I  a 1 a i / o 1 ( x ) o i ( x ) d x  +  2  J  a i a ^ f o i ( x ) o ^ ( x ) d x  
ilfj i—1 ijH 
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- I a.a, • 1 + 2 ? aiai • 0 - I alai* by the orthogonality and 
j-i ±¥j i-1 
normality relations. Hence,, Y - /g(x)g(x)dx - ^ a^hj - f ajh., + 
i-1 i-1 
? a.a, - /g(x)g(x)dx - ^ hjh, + f h.h, - f 3^ - f a^h, + 
i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1 
f ajajL - /g(x)g(x)dx - I h^h.^ + \ (h^ - ai) (h^ - ai). Therefore, 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
Y will be minimal if h^ - a^ for each i - 1, 2, n; and the 
minimum value Y* - /g(x)g'(x)dx - f h^h^« Now, since & i s uniformly 
i-1 
complete, for e > 0, there exists a finite linear form g *  (x) -
f ajO.tx) with constant coefficients a., i - 1, 2, n; such that 
i-1 
| g (x) - g *(x) l  < c. Hence Y « / ( g (x) - g "(x)) ( g (x) - g,(x))dx 
/|g(x) - g' (x) 1 |g(x) - g* (x) Idx < / «2dx - *2, Hence Y* < e2 for 
every e » 0. Therefore Y* < 0 and since Y' > 0, Y' • 0 and 
«0 
I h1h1 - / g (x) g (x)dx. Hence, 4 is complete. 
i-1 
3.9 Theorem, If 4 - fc^Cx), • •••* Is a system of 
orthogonal functions defined on G w hich does not contain the 
identically zero function, then all of its functions are linearly 
independent, 
n 
Proofs Suppose there exists a linear relation T a.o.(x) - 0. 
i-1 1 1 
——. n 
Then for each k < n, o (x) ][ a^o^Cx) - 0. Hence 0 -
lc i-1 
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n  a _____ 
JOfe(x) I ajO^xJdx « I a±Jak 00 o. (x)dx - a, jo, (x)o. <x)dx + 
i«*l i»l 
Jial^°k(x)°l(x)dx " V°k(x)ok(*>dx + i|kal * 0 • ak^°kCx)ok(x)dx by 
the orthogonal property of A. Since j o k ( x ) o k ( x ) dx f* 0 , a^. « 0. 
Therefore, for each k £ n and for n - 1, 2, a^ » 0 and the 
functions of A a re linearly independent. 
3*1° Theorem, let A be an orthogonal ayste® of functions defined on 
6. Then A is at most countable. 
Proofi Exclude the identically zero function from the set A a nd 
normalize the remitting functions to for® an orthonorraal system 8. 
Let r be a countable basis of G. A pair of open sets (U, V) of r will 
be called distinguished if ?C0. The set of all pairs of 
distinguished sets is then countable and asay be numbered (Un, V^) 
for n «* 1 , 2, .... For each n, by Urysohn's lensaa, there exists on 
G a continuous function gft(x) such that; 0 jc gQ(x) _« 1 , g^x) «* 0 
for x e G - Un, and gn(x) « 1 for x t Vn. 
Let o ( x )  c  8. Then since a (x )  is not Identically zero, there is a 
region W on which the real or imaginary part of the function does not 
change sign. Let m b e a positive Integer sixth that UaCWi Then by 
the way gn(x) la defined, for x e U0, g^Cx) > 0. Let o(x) - r(x) + 
ip<*) where r(x) and p(x) are real-valued, continuous functions on G. 
Then for x c bBC W, one of gm(x)r(x), or g&(x)p(x)§ does not change 
sign. Therefore, either fgm(x)r(x)dx 4 0 or /gm(x)p(x)dx 4 0 by 2.16. 
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Further, since /ga(x)r(x)dx 4  i/g^xJpCxJdx, J g m ( x ) o ( x ) d x  -
fga(x)r(x)dx - i/g^xJpCxJdx 4 0. 
let be the set of ell functions $(*) « 8 such that 
|/gn(x)^(x)dx{ > 1/k, k • 1, 2, .n » 1, 2, .... Let h^, i * 
1, 2, mm »» be the Fourier coefficients of g^x) with respect to 
any finite collection {^(x)} i - 1, 2, m} of Then, 
by 3.5, i^hihi 1 /Sn(x)«n<x)dx. And ra/k2 - £ 1/k2 £ 
J /ga (*>(*)dxj gn(x)*±(x)dx £ /g„(x)gn(x)dx. Hence, n<k2 
i-1 
/a(x)gn(x)dx and therefore the nuisber of functions in does 
not exceed k2/gQ(x)gn(x)dx. Hence, 0^^) is a finite set. 
Finally, if o(x) e G, there exists a such that J g m ( x ) a (x ) d x  4  0 and 
hence, there exists a sufficiently large k such that o(x) c 
Therefore Q * U ( 0^,^)* Being a denumerable union of a 
denuaerable union of finite sets, fi is denumerable. 
3.11 Definition. Let k(x, y) be a real-valued, continuous function 
of two variables on G such that k(x, y) - k(y, x). Consider the 
integral equation o(x) - l/k(x, y)cr(y)dy where X is a real parameter, 
o(x) is a continuous, real-valued function. The values X for which 
there does not exist identically aero solutions of the equation are 
called the characteristic values of the equation, while the corres­
ponding solutions are the characteristic functions belonging to a 
given characteristic value X. k(x, y) is called the kernel of the 
equation. 
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3.12 Theorem. Let X* be a characteristic value of o(x) » 
X'Jk(xt y)o(y)dy. Let A be the totality of characteristic functions 
belonging to X*. Then (i) A is a linear system of functions and 
(ii) A c ontains a finite orthogonal basis (a finite orthonormal 
system) of functions Oj^x), o2(x), ..., on(x), such that all other 
functions in A c an be expressed as a linear combination of these 
functions. 
Prooft (i) Let o(x) and <Kx) be any two characteristic functions 
in A an d a and b be any real numbers. Then ao(x) 4- b $(x) • 
aX'Jk(x, y)o(y)dy + bX'/k(x, y)(Ky)dy » X'/(ak(x, y)o(y) + 
bk(x, y)4>(y))dy » X'/kCx, y)(ao(y) + b!ji(y))dy. Hence, ao(x) + b$(x) 
e A, and A is a linear system. 
(ii) Let o^(x), o2(x)» ...» om(x) be a system of linearly independent 
functions of A. The system may then be normalized to give a system 
{©'^(x)}. Further define (tf>n(x)} inductively by ^(x) -
o'i(x), o2(x) - o*2(x) - </4'1(x)o,2(x)dx)i|(1(x), ..., <t>n(x) - o*n(x) -
n-1 
I (/^k^x)a'n^x^*k^xn •••• 1*1 (*)^2(x)dx " f*i (x)of2(x)dx -k*l 
(/•1(x)a'2(x)dx) /^1(x)«1(x)dx « /ij>1<x)a'2(x)dx - /i|>1(x)o,2(x)dx - 0. 
Therefore ^2(x) and $2(x) are orthogonal. Suppose the first n of 
{^(x)} is orthogonal. Then for each j c {1, 2, ..., n} 
(xj^n+i(x)dx - /<Pj(x)o*n+1(x)dx - ^(/«frk<x)o*n+1(x)dx^j(x)«k<x)dx 
- fi>j (x)o'n+1(x)dx - /^(x)o,n+1(x)dx - 0 since {^(x), *2(x), ..., 
<f»n(x)} is an orthonormal system. Hence, (ij»n(x)} is an orthonormal 
system by mathematical induction. 
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Let k'(x, y) - 1 $i(x)^»i(y)/X. Consider 6 - //(k(x, y) -
k'(*» y))2dx dy. J > 0 since (k(x, y) - k* (x, y))2 is non-negative. 
//(£<x, y) - k*(x» y))2dx dy - //(k2(x, y) - 2k(x, y)k*(x, y) + 
k,2(x, y))dx dy - //k2(x, y)dx dy - 2//k(x, y)k*(x, y)dx dy + 
J/k,2(x, y)dx dy. /Jk(x, y)k'<x, y)dx dy - /Jk(x, y)/X 
a s  a  
( I  *i<*)#i<y))dx dy • 1/X / ]> ^ 1 ( x ) ( f k ( x ,  y)^1(y)dy)dx » 1/X 
i-1 i-1 
m 0 7 
! t (*>^i(x)/Xdx - m/X . Further, //k* (x, y)dx dy -
1-1 
//< I ^1(*)*i(y))2/X2d* d y  "  I f  I  ^12(x)«p.2(y)/X2dx dy + 
1-1 i-1 
2//J^i<*)#j (x)^i(y)^ (y)/x2 dx dy » iIi/"Ci2(*)(/*i2<y)dy/x2dx + 
2 i | ^ ( # i ( x ) « j ( x ) ( / ^ i ( y ) ^ ( x ) d y / X 2 d x  -  J  j ^ 2 ( x ) / \ 2 d x  +  
2 I /•42(x)*4(x) • 0/X2dx - f 1/X2 + 0 - BI/X2. Hence 6 « 
1?J I-1 
//k2(x, y)dx dy - 2a/X2 + ra/X^ » //k2(x, y)dx dy - »/X2, Since 
<5 21 0, a  < i 2//k2(x, y)dx dy. Therefore, a is finite and the 
maximum linearly Independent, orthoncrraal system of functions is 
finite. 
The following theorem will be stated without proof. 
3.13 Theorem. Let g(x) - /k(x, y)f(y)dy» Then the function g(x) can 
be represented as the sua of a uniformly convergent series of functions 
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g(x) « a  ( x )  + ••• + °n(*) + • where cn(x), n « 1, 2 ,  is a 
characteristic function of o(x) * x/k(x» y)cr(y)dy. 
CHAPTER IV 
In this chapter analogous propositions from the theory of matrices 
will be presented. Due to limit of space some of the elementary 
propositions will be assumed. 
/ 
In what follows, R w ill denote a r-diraensional vector space over the 
field of real numbers. The vector x e R w ill have coordinates 
(x^, x2, • •., a^). f(x) will denote a linear transformation on R and 
will have coordinates (f^Cx), f2(x), • ••» fr(x)). d « (dij) will 
denote a square matrix of order r. e » (6^j) will be the identity 
matrix where 6^ is the Kronecker delta. The inverse matrix of d 
when it exists will be denoted d"1 - will denote 
the determinant of (d^j). 
For a fixed set of coordinates in R, a linear transformation f(x) 
r 
will correspond to a square matrix (d ) by f.(x) » £ diixi where x « ij 1 J J 
(x-^, x2, i,., xr) is a vector and (d^j) is determined by f(x) alone. 
This is a one-to-one correspondence which preserves the usual 
properties as follows: the transformation f(x) is non-singular (has 
an inverse) if and only if ACd^j) 0, the product of two trans­
formations corresponds to the product of the corresponding matrices, 
and the inverse transformation £""l(x) will correspond to the inverse 
matrix d~* » 
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4.1 Definition. Let d - ^dij^ 311 d a " <V be any two square matrices 
v- . r 
of order r. The product da will be defined by da - ( ][ d-j^a^). 
k-1 
4.2 Theorem. Let Q b e the set of all square, non-singular matrices of 
order r. The pair (Q, •) is an algebraic group under multiplication. 
Proof: The proof follows a lengthy, but elementary, argument, the 
development of which will be omitted here. 
4.3 Definition. In the space Q, for a e Q, a basic neighborhood 
N(a; e) - {x; j x^j - a^jJ < e, x e Q, and e > 0}, A general neighbor­
hood P of a e Q w ill be any set such that there exists e > 0 and 
N(a; e)d P. will denote the collection of all basic neighbor­
hoods and general neighborhoods of a. {U; U c /^a, a e Q}. 
4.4 Theorem. The pair (Q, /|) is a topological space. Further, 
(Q, ) satisfies the second axiom of countability. 
Proof: For each square matrix (®^j) of order r, (a^j) may be written 
(an, a^2* aj_3» •••» alr» a21* a2r* •••# arr^* Hence, each 
2 square matrix may be considered a r -tuple of a vector space S of order 
2 r . The set Q w ith this correspondence is then a subset of S. Define 
a basic neighborhood of a e S as N(a; e) - {x; | x^ - a^j | < e, e » 0, 
x e S}. Note that this definition reduces to 4.3 in the relative 
topology to be developed. Let a general neighborhood of a be defined 
as any set U with the property that there exists c > 0 such that 
N(aj e) CI U. Let be the collection of all basic neighborhoods 
and general neighborhoods of a. Then is a complete system of 
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neighborhoods of a. The first three conditions are trivial from the 
above definitions. If N(a; e), N(aj 6) are the basic neighborhoods in 
/^a, clearly N(a; A{ e ,  6} ) C Z N ( a >  e> H N(a; d), Further, if 
x e N(a; e), then N(x; c -p(x, a)) e /7X and N(x; e - p(x, a)) C 
N(a; e) where p(x, a) is the usual metric. Therefore, the pair (S, ) 
is a topological space. Q, being a subset of S, then is likewise a 
topological space and as was noted before, the relative neighborhoods 
will be those defined in 4,3, 
Consider the collection ff' « {N(a; e); a^j is a rational number, 
c > 0}, Let U be any open set. Then, for each a e U, there exists 
e > 0, and N(a; e) CI U. Furthermore, for each a^j, i,j - 1, 2, »»., r, 
there exists a rational number b^j such that a^^ < b^j < a^j + e/3. 
Consider N*(b; 2e/3)» Since |aij - b^j| < e/3, a e N'(b; 2e/3), 
Further, if x e N'(b; 2c/3), |x^j - a^j | » [x^ - bjj + b^ - a^j | <, 
|x^j - bij| + |b^j - ajjl < 2e/3 + e/3 - e for i,j » 1, 2, ».., r. 
Hence, x c N(aj e) G U. Therefore N*(bj 2e/3) C U. Hence, /ff is a 
basis for Q. Further, since the rational numbers are countable, /^' 
is countable. Therefore, Q satisfies the second axiom of countabillty. 
4,5 Lemma. Let a e Q and let N(a; e) be any neighborhood of a. Then, 
there exists a d > 0 such that aN(ej d)CIN(a; e). 
Proof j Let 6 • e/rM where M - V{ j j I ' a " ^aij^» * an£l $ m 
1, 2, r}. M 4 0 for the zero matrix has no inverse. Suppose 
x e aN(e; e/rM). Then x « a*y for some y e N(ej e/rM). For i,j -
r r 
1, 2, r, Ij " aijl " I I aikykl ~ .^aik5kjl " 
k»l J k-1 
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r r r 
IJjWk) (ykj " Skj) - " *ki' 45 J"* E/rM " E* HenCe 
x c N(a; e). Therefore aN(e; 6)ClN(a; e). 
4.6 Theorem. {Q, ^, •} is a topological group. 
Proof: For a and b e Q, let N(ab; e) be any neighborhood of ab. For 
6 > 0, to be named later, consider N(a; 6) and N(b; 6). If 
z e N(a; 6) • N(b; 6), then z - xy for some x e N(a; 5) and for some 
r 
y e N(b; 6). Then for each i,j - 1, 2, ..., r, |- £ aikbkjI ~ 
r r r r 
I I xikykj ~ I aikbkl' - 2 'xikykj ~ aikbkjl i Z <l*lk " aikl 
k-1 k-1 k-1 k-1 
r 
|ykjl + l«ikl |ykj - bkjl> * Z a(lbitjl + + laik! 61 
r 
I 5(Mf + 6) + M<5 where M — V{ | ai. | : a - (a±^) > and M' -
k-1 3 
V{|bkj| : b - (bkj)} - (SM' + 62 + SM)r. Let 6 > 0 such that 
(6M* + 62 + 6M)r < e. Hence z e N(ab; e) and N(a; 6) • N(b; 6) 
N(ab; e). Therefore the product is continuous. 
Let N(a~^; 6) be any neighborhood of a~* for 6 c 0. There exists, by 
4.4, an e > 0 such that a"**N(e; e)CZN(a ^5 a)» Designating x * -
(x"1^), i and J - 1, 2 let M - V{ |IS * * <*ij> e 
N(a; e)}. M ^ 0 for the zero matrix is not in Q. For i,j -
r 
1, 2, r, and for each x e N(a; e/rM), - I x~ ikakj I * 
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r 
- J/'VlcJ1 i J,Ml«kJ - < » '/rM • £. 
k«l J k=l J k-1 J J k-1 
Hence, x^a e N(e; e). Therefore, x-1 e a^NCe; aJGNCa"*1; e). 
Hence, N'^a; e/rM) G NCa"*1; e), and the inverse is continuous. 
Therefore with 4.2 and 4.4, {q, , •} is a topological group by 
1.29. 
4.7 Definition. Let a linear transformation f(x) correspond to d -
(djj) with a fixed set of coordinates 4>. Let 0 be a new set of 
coordinates for R w here the new and old coordinates of the same vector 
r 
are connected by the relation xA - ][ and (t^j) has determinant 
J 
different from zero. With 0, the transformation f(x) will correspond 
to some matrix d' « (d'ij) where d' - tdt"1. A matrix d is said to be 
transformed into the matrix d' by t » ^ij^ where d' « tdt"*1 for some 
non-singular matrix t. A property of a transformation f(x) will be 
invariant if it belongs to all matrices d' connected by d* = tdt 
for some non-singular matrix t. 
4.8 Definition. The trace s(d) of a matrix d is defined by s(d) -
I  "u-
i»l 
4.9 Theorem. If d and d' are any matrices related by d* - tdt"*1 for 
a non-singular matrix t, then s(d) - s(d'). 
Proof: s(d') - f < f t < f dt"l )) - f < £ 4 ( f ,-1 t » -
i"l j»l ra-1 j-1 m-1 J i«l J 
^ ( ^ d1m 6m1> " ^ di1 * 1 " S(d)* j-l itF°l j  j-1 
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4.10 Definition. Let f(x) be a linear transformation corresponding to 
d - (d±J> by a coordinate system, The trace of f(x) will be defined 
by s(f) - s(d). 
4.11 Theorem. The trace s(f) is an invariant property of a trans­
formation f(x). 
Proofs The result follows immediately from 4,7 and 4.9. 
4.12 Theorem. s(ab) » s(ba) for any square matrices a and b of order 
r. 
Proof: s(ab) - 1 ( 1  aikbki* " ^ ^ bkiaik^ " 
i»l k»l k»l i»l 
The following theorem will be stated without proof. 
4.13 Theorem. Let a linear transformation f(x) of the square R leave 
invariant a subspace S of dimension s, 0 * s < r, and f(S)C S. A 
coordinate system of R e xists such that f(x) corresponds to a matrix 
of the form, d » (a b) where a and c are square matrices of orders o c 
s and r-s respectively, b is a rectangular matrix, and 0 is a 
rectangular matrix composed entirely of zeros. Further, if d* is the 
transpose of the matrix d, then the transformation f*(x) corresponding 
to d* leaves invariant a subspace generated by the last r-s coordinate 
axes. 
4.14 Definition. Let A be a set of linear transformations of R. The 
set A is called reducible if there exists an s-dimensional subspace 
S or R, 0 < s < r, which remains invariant under all the transformation 
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of Che set A. If this condition is not satisfied, then A is called 
irreducible. If T is the set of all matrices corresponding to A then 
T will be called reducible or Irreducible according as A is reducible 
or not. 
4.15 Theorem. If T is a reducible set of matrices, then T*, the 
collection of transposed matrices, is reducible. 
Proof: By 4,14 T leaves invariant a subspace S of dimension s, 
0 < s < r. By 4.7 and 4.13 there exists a non-singular, constant 
matrix t such that a e T, a' » tat""*- is of the form a' - f ° 3 
where a^ and a^ are square matrices of order s and r-s respectively, 
a2 is a rectangular matrix, and o is a rectangular matrix composed 
entirely of zeros. By using elementary properties of the transpose, 
and since a* - tat"*', a1* • t*~*a*t* or equivalently a* * 
t*a,*t*""*'» By 4.13 a'* leaves invariant a subspace of dimension r-s, 
where clearly 0 * r-s < r. Hence, a* leaves invariant some subspace, 
and hence, r* o f the matrices a* is reducible* 
4.16 Schur's Lemma. Let T and Q b e two irreducible sets of square 
matrices of orders m a nd n, and let a be a rectangular matrix of m 
rows and n columns such that for each u e T, there exists v e (I such 
that ua » av; conversely for each v* c H t here exists u' c T such 
that u'a « av'. This condition may be restated by Ta • a,Q. Under 
these conditions, only two cases are possible; either all the elements 
of matrix a are equal to zero, or else m - n and A(a) i 0. 
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Proof: Let R be the ro~diraensional vector space with a certain 
coordinate system. Then the matrices of T may be regarded as linear 
transformations of R. Let a » (aij) an<* ^et ak * ^alk» a2k* •**» 
for each k » 1, 2, .m, be the vector in R composed of the elements 
in the kth column of the matrix a. Let S be the linear subspace of 
R generated by the vectors {a^, a2, •••» u " ^uij^ 6 
and v - (vij) e sucb tbat ua * av# Corresponding to the vector ak 
under the transformation by u, a new vector bk » (bik» b2k* bmk^ 
m 
is formed where blk - \ "ij^k* The corresponding right side gives 
n 
bik •* \ aijVik. Hence, b^ can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the vectors {a1# a2, .... or equivalently, bk e S. Hence, 
all the transformations of the set T leave invariant the space S, 
Since r is irreducible the dimension of S must be 0 or m by 4.14. 
In the first case all the vectors ak which generate the space S 
become zero, or equivalently, all the elements of matrix a are zero. 
In the second case there are exactly m linearly independent vectors 
in the system {alt a2, ...» an>, or equivalently, exactly m linearly 
Independent columns in the matrix a. Therefore n >_ m. 
Let P* be the set of matrices formed by transposing the matrices of 
the set F and be the analogous set of matrices obtained from Q. 
Further, denoting a* to be the transpose of a, the relation ua - av, 
where u e T and v c ft gives v*a* « a*u* where v* e and u* e T*. 
Taking the same considerations as before, there are again two 
possibilities: all the elements of the matrix a* are zero, or else 
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a* contains n linearly independent columns. In this second case n 
m. Hence, m » n and a has n linearly independent rows* Therefore a 
is a square matrix of order m « n and the linear independence of the 
rows and of the columns guarantees that A(a) 4 0, In conclusion 
all the elements of a are zeros, or a is a non-singular matrix of 
order m » n. 
4.17 Theorem, Let ft be an irreducible set of square matrices of order 
r. Let b be a square matrix of order r that commutes with all the 
matrices of ft. Then b has the form 8e where 8 is a complex number. 
Proof: Let a - b - 0e where 8 is chosen so that A(a) » 0. Since b 
commutes with all matrices in ft and e commutes with all square 
matrices, a commutes with all matrices in ft. Hence, fta «• aft and by 
4.16 either all the elements of a are zeros, or A(a) # 0, Since 
A(a) » 0, all the elements of a are zeros. Therefore, b » 8e. 
4.18 Corollary. Let ft be an irreducible system of matrices in such a 
way that any two of its matrices commute. Then all the matrices of 
the set ft are of the first order. 
Proof: From 4.17 all matrices of ft are of the form 8e where 8 is a 
complex number. But a set of matrices of this form can be 
irreducible only if the matrices are of the first order. 
4.19 Definition, Let R be a complex r-dimensional vector space, 
x « (x^, x2, ...» x^) be a vector. The Hermitian Form I will be 
r — 
defined by o(x) » £ X.XJ, The Hermitian Form _II will be defined by 
i-1 
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a'(*) " where aij " ®ji for i»3 " x* 2# •••# *. If 
y • <yi» y2» •••» yr) Is a vector, the bilinear form will be defined 
by Kx, y) - f x1y7. 
i-1 
4.20 Definition. Let d - (d ) be a matrix and f the transformation 
on R w hich corresponds to it. A matrix d is called unitary if the 
Hermitian Form I has the property <*(x) - o(f(x)) for every x e R, 
4.21 Theorem. If d • ^dij^ is a ®atrI* and f bbe corresponding 
transformation on R, the following statements are equivalent! 
(i). d is unitary. 
*liJ* i^idijdik " 6jk 
(iii)* " 6jk 
Proof: dfcj - «5jk « - J1dikdlj ° if1d*kidiJ if 911(1 only if 
d*d - e, if and only if d* « ecP1 - d"1 - d^e, if and only if dd* -
e, if and only if <S^k - f djidik* ** ^ djidki* "ence, conditions 
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Now consider o(f(x)) - °(x) for each 
x « R. o<f(x)) - o(x) = I f.(x)f.(x) - I X.X, - £ ( £ d^x.) 
i=*l j-1 J J i-1 j-l J 1 
(j^ldijxj) ~ £ * 3 * 1  '  ̂^1*3 (J1d13diJ " X) + ^kXJXk (J1di3dik)* 
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The latter expression will equal zero for all x e R if and only if 
r r ____ r 
I d-MdH - 1 " 0 and I di1dik " °» or equivalently I di:jdlk -
i-1 2 2 i-1 i-1 J 
Hence d is unitary by 4.20 if and only if (ii) holds. 
4.22 Theorem. If d - (d^j) is a unitary matrix and f the corresponding 
transformation on Rt then $(f(x), f(y)) - *l>(x, y) for all vectors 
x - (xj^, x2, xr) and y « (y1# y2» ...» yr>. In other words a 
unitary matrix leaves the bilinear form invariant. 
r r r r 
Proof: <Kf(x), f(y)) - I  fi(x)fi(y) - I ( I dii*4)( I  d^y.) -
i-1 i-1 j-1 J j-1 J 
r r r r ____ r r ___ 
I < I dijdijXjyJT + I ( I dijdifcXjyk) - I xjyj( I d±idti) + 
i-1 j-1 i-1 jfk j-1 i-1 
r r r r 
I *jyk< I dijdik) - I xjyj + 0 - I Vi " 
j*k i-1 j-1 J-1 3 
4.23 Definition. Two vectors x, y are orthogonal if the bilinear form 
has the property that $(x, y) - 0. 
4.24 Theorem. If f is a unitary transformation on R and if the vectors 
x and y are orthogonal, then f(x) and f(y) are orthogonal. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of 4.22 and 4.23. 
The following theorem, beyond the scope of this work, will be assumed. 
r r ^ 
4.25 Theorem, If o'(x) - £ ][ a^jx^Xj, where a- a^ for i,j -
i-1 j-1 
1, 2, ..., r, is of positive definite form (always positive if x 4 0), 
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then it can be reduced to Hermitian Form I by a transformation of 
coordinates in R. 
4.26 Theorem. Let f be a transformation on R and let d » (d^) be 
the corresponding matrix. Let the Hermitian Form II be a positive 
definite form. Then, if f leaves invariant the Hermitian Form II, 
there exists a transformation matrix t, such that d* <• tdt 1 is a 
unitary matrix. 
Proof: Let f be a transformation on R w hich keeps the Hermitian 
Form II invariant. Let d - (dAj) be the corresponding matrix. By 
4.25 there exists a non-singular matrix t so that the Hermitian 
Form II is reduced to the Hermitian Form I and f corresponds to d* -
tdt"*1. f keeps the Hermitian Form I invariant by the previous remark. 
Hence, by 4.20 d' is unitary. 
The proof of the following theorem will be omitted. 
4.27 Theorem. Let R be the r-dimensional complex vector space and 
f(x) a unitary transformation with matrix d • (d^j). If f(x) leaves 
invariant an s-dimensional subspace S, 0 < s < r, then S* m {y|y 
orthogonal to x for some x e S} is a space of dimension r-s. Further, 
coordinates of R may be chosen in such a way that the first s axes 
lie in the space S and the remaining axes lie in S'. In these new 
coordinates the matrix d* corresponding to f(x) has the special 
form d' - (J J), where d1 - tdt"1 and t, a, and b are unitary 
matrices. 
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4,28 Theorem. Let T be the set of all unitary matrices of order r. 
Then T is a topological group. Further, T is compact and satisfies 
the second axiom of countability. 
Proofs If a, b are unitary matrices, let c - ab f c c.. -
/ 
^ ^ ^ aimbmj ̂  ^ aimbmk^ ^ ^ ^ aimaimbrajbmk^ + ^ ^ \ aimalnbmjbtnk^ 
i#l ®f1 ia**l 1*1 iif®! 1*1 mfn 
^ bmjbtHk* aimaim* + \ bmjbnk^ J- aimain^ " ^ bmjbmk 1 + 0 
m®l i"l nyra i™l ti?»l 
^jk by 4,21. Hence, c is unitary. Clearly e - is unitary for 
j^Vlk - 0 - V £or J'k'°d • V3J - 1 - 5Jj- " * 
is unitary, a* is unitary for I a*i:ja*lk - I a^aj^ - 5jk by 4.21. 
i«l i«l 
Finally, since ^k - \ aji^i " ^ ajiaik*» aa* * e and a* * a~1* 
Since a* is clearly unitary, a"*- is unitary. Hence, T is an algebraic 
subgroup of Q. Since T is a subset of the topological group Q, T is 
topological. It remains to show that T is closed. Let Ca^n^} be a 
sequence of unitary matrices converging to a, P the distance function 
for the complex numbers. For c > 0, there exists n such that 
p'Ca^ - a£^) < e. If b is a unitary matrix, for each b^, i,j -
1, 2, ».., r, let b^j - r^j + ip^j where rjj and p^ are real numbers, 
_ _____ n _____ _____ 
Then ri;j + pjj - bijbij — I bijbij " 5jj " 1* Hence» P(btj) " 
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J  2  v  •  p(b±j> " rij + Pij 1 Further, p( \ «£j«4k - 6 ) -
i*l 
p < i , ° i j ( ° > a i k < n ) ) •  * < a i j ( ° ) a i k ( n ) ) > ^  
i»l i-1 i»l J 
x  x  
J pCaij*ik - aij(n>aik + <n)^±ik - aij<n)aik(n)) ^ t <3p,<®±u>p<aij 
i"l i-1 
t 
- - I - x  
- ®ij <n>) + p(a±j(n))P(alk - ®lk(n))) < | ((1 + e) + lc) - r(e + e2). 
i—1 
r _____ 
Hence, p( £ - 6.k) < r(e + e2). This inequality depends only on 
i«»l 
r _____ r _______ 
e. Hence, p( £ - 6 ) « 0. Therefore, £ a^a^ - 6^k, or 
i*l i»l 
equivalently, a is unitary* Ilence T is closed. Therefore, T is a 
topological subgroup of Q* 
Further, it has been shown that if a c T, pCa^) _<_ 1 for i,j -
1, 2, * *., r* Hence, T is bounded* Since Q can be considered a 
subset of the Euclidean space, by a well-known theorem, T, being 
closed and bounded, is compact. Further, since TCIQ and Q satisfies 
the second axiom of countability, T satisfies the second axiom of 
countability. Therefore, T is a compact topological subgroup of Q 
satisfying the second axiom of countability. 
CHAPTER V 
The purpose of this final chapter, and in fact, the principle result 
of this work, is to construct a complete system of representations 
for a compact topological group satisfying the second axiom of 
countability. 
In what follows Q w ill denote the topological group of non-singular 
matrices which satisfies the second axiom of countability. T will 
denote the compact topological subgroup of unitary matrices. G w ill 
denote an arbitrary compact topological group satisfying the second 
axiom of countability. Other notation to be used will be used as in 
the preceding chapters. 
5.1 Definition. A horaomorphic mapping g(x) of a topological group G 
into the topological group of matrices of order r is called a 
representation of degree r of the topological group G. In this way, 
to every x e G corresponds a matrix g(x) of order r whose elements 
are g-yC*)# and g(x) » <g1;j(x)). A group G admits a complete 
system of representation if for each x e G d istinct from the identity 
there exists a representation of G under which x does not go into the 
unit matrix. 
5.2 Definition. Two representations g and h of the group G of the 
same degree are called equivalent if there exists a constant, non-
singular matrix t (not depending on x) such that h(x) « t'^gCxJt for 
every x e G. 
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5.3 Theorem. Let g(x) - (g^Cx)) be a homomorphic mapping of an 
abstract group G into Q. Then g(x) is a homomorphism of the 
topological group G into Q, if any only if g^x) is continuous on the 
topological group G for i,j » 1, 2, .... r. 
Proof: The proof is an immediate consequence of the definition of 
a homoraorphic mapping of a topological group G into the topological 
group Q. 
5.4 Theorem. If g is a representation of the compact group G, then 
there exists an equivalent representation g* all of whose matrices 
are unitary. 
Proof: Let g be a representation of degree r. Let R be the r« 
dimensional complex vector space with a definite coordinate system 
r 
and o(u) - ][ u^u^ where u - (u^, U2, ...» ur) is a vector in R. To 
every matrix g(x) there corresponds a linear transformation E,<u>. 
r r r r 
Hence, o(g^(u)) - £ • (u)c (u) - I ( £ g..(x)u.)( j[ gjvOOui.) " 
i-1 1 1 i-1 j-1 3 3 k-1 
r —— r ——— I g,4(*)g.,(x)u.u. . By the argument of 4.21, ][ g.. (x)g .(x) -
<i,j,k)-l 1J ik 3 K i-1 J 
r  — r  —  —  
J> 8ji(x)Ski(x)' HenCe* °<Sx(u)) " „ I 1%J(x)8ik(x)uj\ 18 °f 
i—1 Ci»j »k)-l 
Hermitian Form II and further is of positive definite form. 
Consider the Hermitian Form III defined by o'(u) - /o(gx(u))dx which 
will be a positive definite form by 2.1 (6) and since o(gJt(u)) is of 
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positive definite form. Replacing u by gy(u); o'(gy(u)) • 
/oCgxCgyC")))^ = /0< gxyC"))^1* " /°( gx^U^)dX " 0'^» by 2,1 ^ Snd 
since g^g^Cu)) - Sxy<u) bY the homomorphic property of g. Hence, 
Hermitian Form III remains invariant. By 4.26, to every trans­
formation gx(u) and corresponding matrix g(x), there exists a constant 
non-singular matrix t of transformation such that g'(x) » t'^gCxJt 
and g*(x) is unitary, g*(x) is equivalent to g(x) by definition 5.2 
and the theorem is proved. 
5.5 Definition. The character x(x) of the representation g of a group 
of G is the trace of the matrix g(x). 
5.6 Theorem. The character of a representation is invariant. 
Gquivalently, XCa'^xa) - X(x) where a is an arbitrary element of G, 
Further, if g and h are equivalent representations with characters 
X(x) and X'(x), then X(x) - X'(x). 
Proof: Xta-^xa) - sCgCa^xa)) » s((g(a))""1g(x)g(a)) « 
s(((g(a))"d"g(x))g(a)) - s(g(a)((g(a))~1g(x)» - s((g(a) (g(a))~1)g(x)) • 
s(g(x)) » X(x), by the homomorphic properties of g and 4.12. Let g 
and h be equivalent representations with characters X(x) and X*(x). 
Then by definition of equivalence, g(x) « t-1h(x)t. Hence, X(x) « 
s(g(x)) - s(t"1h(x)t) - s((t"1h(x))t) - sCttt'-hiCx)) - s(tt"1h(x)) -
s(h(x)) - X'(x) by 4.12. 
U. Then rem. Let g be a reducible representation of G. There 
exists a matrix t such that the matrices h(x) - t_1g(x)t have the 
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special form h(x) g(1)(x) 
g(2)(x) 
0 
\ where 0 < k < r and 
Vk) (x) 
g^)(*)» ^or j "B 2, k, is an irreducible unitary matrix. 
Proofs For g(x), by 5.4, there exists a constant matrix w such that 
j (x) •» w ^g(x)w is unitary. By 4.27, there exists a constant matrix 
t such that h(x) - t^jCxJt has the form h(x) - <£* <*) 0 ) where 
0 g"(x) 
g'(x) and g"(x) and h(x) are unitary matrices. Since h(x) -
t ^"jCxJt - t-1(w ^(xjwjt • (wt)"1g(x)(wt), there exists a matrix wt 
such that h(x) - (wt)~1g(x)(wt) and h(x) is unitary. In other words, 
for g(x), there exists an equivalent unitary representation h(x) 
where h(x) « (g'(x) 0 )# 
0 gM(x) 
If g®(x) and g"(x) are reducible this process may be extended in the 
same manner to a finite set of unitary matrices (g^(x), g^(x), 
g^ (x)J where k <_ r . The equivalent unitary matrix h(x) will 
have the form h(x) » g(1)(x) 
g ( 2 ) ( x )  \ 
\ g(k)(x) 
where g^^(x) is 
an irreducible unitary representation for j - 1, 2, ..., k. 
5.8 Theorem. Let x(x) - s(g(x)) and for i - 1, 2, ..., k, x±(x) 
s(g^(x)), Then x(x) » £ x*(x) where 0 < k < r, 
i-1 
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Proofs Let g be a representation of G. By 5,7 there exists an 
equivalent representation h where h(x) has the special form of 5,7, 
Clearly s(h(x)) * £ s(g^(x)). Further, s(h(x)) - sCt^gCxJt) -
i-1 
s(g(x)) by 4.12, Hence, x(*) " s(g(x)) - s(h(x)) -
I  s ( g ^ ^ ( x ) )  -  I  X*/*). 
i-1 i-1 
5,9 Theorem. Let g and h be two distinct unitary non-equivalent 
representations of G, g(x) - (^(x)), h(x) - (h^Cx)). Denote by 
x(x) and x'(*) the characters of the representations g and h. Then, 
the following orthogonality relations holds 
(i)* /gij(x)hkp(x)dx - 0. 
(ii). /X(x)F0Odx - 0. 
Proofs Let m b e the degree of the representation g, and n be the 
degree of the representation h. Let b be constant matrix with m 
rows and n columns, and let a(x) - g(x)bh(x""^). Further, let a -
/a(x)dx. Then gCyJaMy"*1) - g(y)(/a(x)dx)h(y"1) -
/g(y)g(x)bh(x~1)h(y""1)dx " /g(yx)bh(x*"1y~1)dx - /g(yx)bh((yx)"1)dx -
/g(x)bh(x"*l-)dx - a for each y e G b y the homomorphic properties of g 
and h and by 2.1 (8). Hence, g(y)ah(y"*1) • a or equivalently g(y)a 
aOity""1))"* - ah(y) for each y e G, by the homomorphic properties of 
h. By Schur's Lemma (4.15), either a is composed entirely of zeros 
a is a square matrix whose determinant is zero. If the second case 
true, g(y)a - ah(y) implies a-^gCyJa - h(y) and g(y) and h(y) would 
be equivalent contrary to hypothesis. Hence, all the elements of a 
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are zeros. Therefore, /gCxJbMx-^dx - a - (0). This argument holds 
for any constant matrix b of m rows and n columns. Hence, b may be 
chosen so that bjp - 1 and all other elements are zeros. Then, 0 • 
/ g ( x ) b h ( x " " 1 ) d x  -  / g i j  ( x ) h k p ( x ) d x .  F u r t h e r ,  / X ( x ) X ' ( * ) d x  -
m n (m,n) (raAn) 
/( IBUW) < I h c*»d* - I Jg^h Md* - I o -
i-1 j-1 3j (i.J)-(l.l) (i.J)-(l»D 
/ 
o. 
5,10 Theorem. Let g be a unitary, irreducible representation of the 
group G of degree r g(x) - (gi;J(x)). Let the character of g, X(*> -
r L j I gii(x). Then the following orthogonality relations hold: 
i-1 
(i). /gij(x)gij(x)dx - 1/r, 
(ii). J8y(x)gkp(x)dx - 0 if itfc or j*p, and 
(iii). JxMxMdx - 1. 
Proofi Let b - (bij) be a constant square matrix of order r and a(x) 
- gOObgCx"1) and a - /a(x)dx. Then g ( y ) a g ( y ' X )  - g(y) ( J a( x ) d x ) g ( y " 1 )  
- /g(y)g(x)bg(x"1)g(y"1)d* " /g(yx)bg(y*r1)«i* " JgCxJhg***1)'1* - a b? 
2.1 (8) and the homomorphlc properties of g. Hence, for arbitrary 
y e G, g(y)ag(y*"^) » a, or equivalently, g(y)a - aCgty""1))""1 -
ag(y) by the homomorphlc properties of g. By 4,17, a then has the 
form ae where a is a complex number depending on b and e is the 
identity matrix. Then, oe - a - /a(x)dx - f g ( x ) b g ( x " b d x .  Taking 
the trace of both sides, s(/g(x)bg(x""^)dx) » /s(g(x)bg(x ))dx « 
r 
/s(b)dx « s(b) by 4.12, and s(ae) a £ a^ii " ar* Hence, ar • s(b) 
i«l 
or a « s(b)/r. Therefore, es(b)/r - /g(x)bg(x~1)dx. This relation 
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is true for all square matrices b. Hence, let b be the square matrix 
where bjp - 1 and all other entrees zero. Then s(b) « 6jp, Further, 
since g(x) is unitary, gCx"*1) « (g(x))"1 - g(x)* by A.21. Therefore, 
edjp/r - es(b)/r « fg(x)bg(x'1)dx • /g(x)bg(x)*dx » /(x)gkp(x)dx, 
or equivalently, 5ik5jp/r " /g-y (x)gkp(x)dx. Hence, 1/r - S^jj/r -
/gij(x)gij(x)dx and 0/r - 6ik6jp/r - fg^ (x)gkp(x)dx where either 
— r  r  —  
i?«k or j9«p. Finally, /x(x)x(x)dx - /( I g1±(x))( ]> g (x))dx -
i-1 j-1 22 
r r . r r 
iIi/8ii(x)gii(x)d* + I^/giiCxJgjjCxJdx - ^11/r + 0 " r* 
5.11 Theorem. Let A be the set of characters of all the inequivalent 
irreducible representations of G. The A is orthonormal and has at 
most a countable number of characters. 
Proof: If g is any irreducible representation of G then there exists 
by 5.4 an equivalent unitary representation g*. Furthermore, if x(x) 
is the character of g and x'(x) is the character of g', then x(x) « 
X'(x). Hence, A may be considered the characters of all non-
equivalent, irreducible unitary representations of G. If x'(x) and 
X(x) are any two characters in A, by 5.9, /x'(x)x(x)dx - 0, Hence, 
A is an orthogonal system. Further, if x(x) e A, then by 5.10 
/x(x)x(*)dx - 1, Hence, A is an orthonormal system. Further, since 
A is an orthonormal system, A is at most countable by 3.10. 
5.12 Corollary. Let g be any representation of the group G. Let A be 
the set of characters of all non-equivalent, irreducible representa­
tions of G a nd let A - (x^x), X2(x), ....). Then if x(*) is the 
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character of g, x(x) - £ ib^x^C*) where m^ is a non-negative integer 
i-1 
and at most a finite number of the m^, i « 1, 2, ...., are zeros. 
Proof: If g is irreducible, x(x) c A are equivalently x(x) " Xj(*) 
CO 




If g is reducible, then by 5.8, x(x) • I X_ (x) for some finite 
i-1 1 
collection {a.} and x (x) the character of the irreducible representa-i a. i 
tion g (x) in the special equivalent form of 5.8. Since the 
°i 
collection (xa (x)} may obviously contain equal members, let m be a 
i 
positive integer indicating the number of times x„ (*) repeats. For 
i 
X. e A - (xrt (x)} let m » 0. Then x(x) • ][ flbXjCx) where at most a 
j i 3 i-1 
finite number of the m^ > 0. 
5.13 Theorem. The character x(x) of a representation g determines g 
uniquely up to equivalence. 
00 
Proof: By 5,12, x(x) - £ ra x.(x) where X,(x) e A, m. is a non-
i-1 1 1 1 
negative integer and at most a finite number {m^} are not zeros. Let 
n be any positive integer so that the collection A - {x^Cx), X£(*)» 
n 
•••» X_(x)) has zero coefficients. Then x(x) - £ m x.(x)« Hence, 
i-1 1 1 
——— n —— 
/x(x)xk<*)dx "  J (  I  mix1(x)Xic(x))dx - mk/xk(x)xk(x)dx - for each 
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k je n. Hence are the Fourier coefficients of the function x(x) 
with respect to A, Hence x(x) determines g uniquely up to 
equivalence. 
5.14 Theorem. Let g be a representation and x(x) its character, g is 
irreducible if and only if /x(x)x(x)dx - 1. 
Proof: If g is irreducible, then there exists an equivalent, unitary 
representation h, by 5.4. Further, if x*(*) is the character of h 
then x'(x) - X<x) by 5.6. By 5.10 /x(x)x(x)dx - /x*(x)x*(x)dx - 1. 
Inversely, if g(x) is a reducible representation, x(*) " 
n 
£ raiXi<*) where at least two of the 21 or at l«a®t one _> 2, 
——- n n _____ 
by 5.12, Further /x(x)x(x)dx - /( £ £ m1x1 (x))dx -
i-1 i-1 
n 2 D _____ n o 
I /xi(x)xi(x)dx + I  f x A x ) x . ( x ) d x  « J by 5.9 and 5.10. 
i-1 jfl 3 1-1 
n 2 
Hence, /x(x)x(x)dx « ][ > 1. 
i-1 
5.15 Theorem. If the group G is commutative, then all its irreducible 
representations are of first degree, and every irreducible representa­
tion g coincides with its character x(x). 
Proof: If the group G is commutative, we have g(x)g(y) » g(xy) -
g(yx) - g(y)g(x) for every representation g, If g is Irreducible, 
the matrices {g(x) : x e G} are irreducible and from the previous 
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relation, are commutative. By 4.18 the matrices g(x) are of order 
one. Hence, x(*) - f g^OO " g1]L(*) - g(*). 
5.16 Theorem. Let F be the collection of non-equivalent, irreducible, 
unitary representations of G. Then F is countable. 
/ 
Proof: Let 4 be the set of characters of all irreducible, non-
equivalent unitary representations of g. Clearly there is a one-to-
one correspondence between 4 and F. Since, by 5.13, the character 
of a representation determines uniquely the representation up to 
equivalence, by 5.11, 4 is countable and hence, F i8 countable, 
5.17 Theorem. Let F * tg^, g^, ....) be the collection of non-
equivalent, irreducible, unitary representations of G w here g^(x) -
(g<n>i:j<x». Let 4 be the totality of all functions g^n^j(x) arising 
from F, Then the system 4 i8 uniformly complete and the system ^ is a 
complete orthogonal system of functions of G. 
Proof: Let k(z) be a real continuous function defined on G such 
that k(z~^) • k(z). Consider the equation o(x) » */k(x""*y)0(y)dy* 
Since kCx-^y) - k((x"*1y)"'"1) «• kCy^x), the kernel is symmetric. 
Let 4» be the totality of characteristic functions of all equations of 
the type o(x) - l/k(x"*^y)o(y)dy. It will be shown that 4' jj a 
uniformly complete system on G. 
Let f(x) be a continuous function defined on G. Since G is compact, 
f(x) la uniformly continuous and hence, for e > 0 there exists a 
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symmetric neighborhood U - U"*1 of the identity e of G such that 
x~*y e U implies |f(x) - f(y)l < e/2. 
Let V be a neighborhood of e such that VTO, By Urysohn's Lemma 
(1*28) there exists a continuous function q(z) such that; 0 <_ q (z) <_ 
1 for z c G, q(z) « 0 for z e G - U, and q(z) « 1 for z e V .  Let 
—1 k'(z) » a(q(z) + q(z )) where a is a real positive number such that 
/k*(z)dz » 1, Such an a exists since q'(z) and q'tz""1) are continuous 
and 0 <_ q '(z) + q^z""1) je 1 + 1, Further, q® (z) + q®^""1) is not 
identically zero. Hence, by 2.1 (6), 0 < f ( q ' ( z )  +  q ' C z ' ^ y d z  _< 2. 
Choose a « l//(q'(z) + q'(z*"*))dz. Now, for z e U, k'(z) is 
»1 *1 different from zero and k'(z) • a(q®(z) 4- q*(z )) • a(q®(z ) + 
q'(z)) • k'<z *) since IT1 « U. Clearly for z c G - U, z"*1 e G - U 
and k'(z) - 0 • k'Cz""^"). Therefore, k*(z) is symmetric. Let f* (x) •» 
/k'(x"1y)f(x)dy. Then |f»(x) - f(x) | - |/k® (x'^f (y)dy - f(x) • 1 -
|/k® (x"~^y)f (y)dy - f (x)/k' (.x~ly)dy | - |/k' (x-1y)f (y)dy -
f (x)/k* (X^^yjdy | - |/k* (x'^-yjf (y)dy - /k* (x'^yjf (x)dy| « 
|/k* (x~^y) (f (y) - f (x)) dy | /k'(x'iy) If (*) - f(y)|dy « /k'(x""3?) c/2dy 
» e/2 /k'(x~^y)dy «• e/2/k'(y)dy » e/2 by 2.1, 2.23 and the definition 
of k®(z). By 3,13 the function f®(x) can be composed into a uniformly 
convergent series f' (x) " Oj^x) + ... + 0n(*) + ••••# where the 
functions a±(x), i « 1, 2, ...,, are characteristic functions of the 
equation o(x) « l/k® (x""^y)o(y)dy. Hence, there exists n sufficiently 
n 
large such that f"(x) - £ <?4<x) satisfies the inequality |f*(x) -
i-1 
f'(x)| < e/2. Clearly |f(x) - f"(x)| je |f(x) - f*(x)| + 
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|f*(x) - f"(x) l  * e/2 + e/2 " e, or equivalently |f(x) - f 0,(x)| < t, 
i-1 
Since the functions o^x), i » 1, 2, .n belong to A' and e is 
arbitrarily small, A» is uniformly complete. 
Let A" be the set of all functions gjij(x) arising from all possible 
representations g, g(x) - (g^x)) of G. It will be shown that A" i8 
uniformly complete. Let °"(x) £ A»t then °'(x) « ^/MX""3^)®* (y)dy, 
for some choice of the kernel k(x_1y). By 3.12 there exists a finite 
orthonormal system of characteristic functions F* - {®^(x), 
*••» °r(x)) corresponding to the characteristic value * such that 
every characteristic function can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the functions in F* and hence o*(x) • \  & ± a A x ) ,  Further, o* (ax) -
i«l 
l,/k(x"1a'~'1"ay)o, (ay)dy •» f k ( x ~ 1 y ) o t  (ay)dy - f ( k ( x " 1 y ) o '  (y)dy by 
2,1 (7), Hence (ax) is a characteristic function of X*. Let F» » a 
to^(ax), o^iax), ..., o (ax))» By the previous argument each function 
is a characteristic function of and hence, each function in F»a 
can be expressed as a linear combination of the functions in F'f 
°jL(ax) - I  gij(a)oj(x). Further, f o ± ( a x ) o ^  (ax)dx « f a i ( x ) o j  (x)dx -
j"l 
A by 2.1 (7) and since F* is orthonormal. Hence, F» is a finite ij a 
orthonormal system and likewise linear Independent. Then the functions 
of F* may be expressed as a linear combination of the functions e Ff^f 
°.(x) = f  h-.o (ax). Then o (x) - f  h o (ax) - f  h..( \ g,, (a) 
J-l J 3 1 j-1 13 3 j-l 3 k-1 3* 
°k00) " kNk(x)( f^h1:}gjk(a)). Hence, !S»ijg.jk<«) - 6ik» or 
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equlvalently hg(a) » e and therefore h"*1 « g(a). Further, 
fo±(ax)Ok(x)dx » /< ? g1j(a)Oj(x))ok(x)dx - S (a)/°j(x)ok(x)dx -
f g±j<a>^jk " Hk^' Therefore, gik(a) - /«1(ax)ok(x)dx the integral 
j-1 
of a continuous function and hence continuous by 2,3, Further, 0 • 
(abx) - o(a(bx)), \ gl1(ab)o,(x) - f glk(a)ok(bx) -
j-1 3 3 k-1 
I g±4(ab)°.<x) - I gik(a)( I gk1(b)o <x)) - I g (ab)° <x) -
j-1 13 3 k-1 j-1 3 3 j-1 13 3 
VJi8lk(a)gk3(b»0j<X) " ^(8ij(ab^ " ^gik(a)gkj(b))Oj(x). 
Since T* is linear independent g^j(ab) - f 8ik(fi)gkj(b) - 0 for each 
k-1 
i,j - 1, 2, ,,,, r. Hence, g(ab) « g(a)g(b) and g is a homomorphism 
of the abstract group G. By 5,3, g is a representation of G and 
hence gij<x) for i,j - 1, 2, ,,,, r and x e G is a function in A". 
For each g and x £ G, ^(ab) - f g^j (a)°j (x), hence for each a « G, 
j-1 
;x8lj""V ' 
R*CZ can be expressed as a linear combination of a finite set of 
functions in A", with constant coefficients. 
t« - V"> - — - -«"™ -
Let g (x) e A", There exists a function f(x) c A' auch that jm 
f g. (x)a4 where j * r and a.^0. Since A' is uniformly complete , 
i-1 ~ 3 
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n 
there exists a finite linear form f* (x) - £ bkf'k(x) of functions in 
k-1 
A' such that Jf(x) - f'(x)| < e for any 6 > 0. Each of the functions 
f'k<x) - f cjk8'jk<*> where g*jk(x) e A*. Hence c > |f(x) - f'(x)| • 
I X 8 im(x)ai " I bkf'k( x ) l  " I ^ 8im(x)ai " E V J,Cjk®' jk(x)' ~ 
k»l k-1 i-1 k-1 J=1 
|83»(X)8J + jj818!"*"' " (j,«Ci.l)V3k8'31'<lt)l' He°" |8><JI) " 
• I - T Vjk«vwl < e/V Th8r8fo" 
iVj (j»k)«(l,l) 
is uniformly complete. 
Now, A CA", If it can be shown that every function in A" is 
expressible as a finite linear combination of functions in A, and 
since A" is uniformly complete, then A is uniformly complete in the 
same manner as last relations of the previous argument. Working 
toward this result, let p(x) e AM. Then there exists a representation 
g of the group G, g(x) - (g^Cx)) such that p(x) is one of the 
functions g^tx). By 5,7 there exists a constant matrix t such that 
g(x) - th(x)t and h(x) has the special form h(x) -





irreducible unitary representations of G, In other words the elements 
of the collection {g^x)} C A by the definition of A, But g(x) -
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t"lh(»)t impli" p(*) * «,,<*> - ! t"1lkhkm(,)C»3 where eOCh 
h (x) is an element of representation g.(x) for some j e {1» 2, ...» 
km J 
n>. Hence, p(x) can be expressed as a finite linear combination of 
functions in A. Since A" is a uniformly complete system of 
functions, A is then a uniformly complete system of functions. 
/ 
Now, by 5.9, if g^Cx) is an element of g(x) and hfcp(x) is an 
element of h(x) where g and h are inequivalent, irreducible, unitary 
representations of G, fg^(x)hk^(x)dx - 0* By 5.10, if and 
gkp(x) are elements of an Irreducible, unitary representation g. 
/g1;j(x)gk (x^dx - 0 if either ij*k or j?*p. Hence, A is an orthogonal 
system of functions. A is a countable system of functions by 5.16. 
Further, since A is a uniformly complete, orthogonal system of 
functions by 3.8, A is a complete orthogonal system of functions. 
5.18 Theorem. Select one representative from each class of irreduci-
ble, equivalent representations of G and denote the representatives 
V - (gW, g<2>, .... g(n) for every element a 6 G* 
a^e, there exists a representation e V such that g (a) is not 
e - ( ij) - gm(e). 
Proof: By Urysohn's Lemma, there exists a continuous function f(x) 
on G such that f(a) f(e) for a given element a*e e G. In the proof 
of 5.17, for e > 0, there exists a function f'(x) « /k(x *y)f(y)dy 
n 
which may be approximated by f"(x) • £ o^(x) where o^(x) are 
i-1 
characteristic functions of o(x) - x/k(x-1y)o(y)dy for some 
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characteristic value X, and |f(x) - f"(jc) | < e. Also in the proof of 
r 
5.17, each ^(x) ™ I g£j(x)Oj(e) where gjj(x) are elements of matrices 
(x) for j « 1, 2, and representations c V. Hence, f"(x) -
t 
£ aig^j(x) where t is a positive finite integer and a.^, i » 1, 2, 
..., t, are constants. Assume |f(a)| > |f(e)|. Choose c > 0 such 
that |f(a)| > |f(e)| + e. Then for this e, choose f"(x) such that 
|f(x) - f"(x)| < e/2. Then, |f(a) - f"<a)| < e/2 and |f(e) - f"(e)| < 
e/2. The following relations are then true: 
(i), |f(a)| - e/2 > Jf(e) | + e/2 
(ii). |f"(a)| > |f(a)| - e/2 
(iii). |f(e)| + e/2 > |f"(e)|. 
There relations give |f"(a)| > ]f(a)j - e/2 > |f(e)| + e/2 > jf"(e)|, 
t t 
Hence, £ ajLg1.(a) - f"(a) 4  f'(e) « \ a^j. (e). Now, suppose 
i-1 i-1 
g^m^(a) - g^ra^(e), for each m, contrary to hypothesis. Then, 
t t 
I a1gi.(a) » £ a.g4.(e), which is a contradiction. Hence, there 
i-1 2 i-1 
exists m s uch that g^ (a) 4 g^(e). 
It is a consequence of 5.18 that the collection of non-equivalent, 
irreducible, unitary representations of G is a complete system of 
representations by 5.1. 
5.19 I>eflnition. A continuous function f(x) defined on G w ill be 
called invariant if f(a~*xa) - f(x) for all a e G. 
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5.20 Theorem. Let a - (x^x), ..., xn<*) } be the totality 
of all characters of irreducible representations of the group G. 
Then, for every invariant function f(x) defined on G, and for e » 0, 
n 
there exists a linear form f'(x) - J c^C*) with constant 
i-1 
coefficients such that |f(x) - f"(x)| < e. 
Proof: Let g be a unitary, irreducible representation of the group 
r 
G of degree r» Let us suppose that the function p(x) — bj.g-.(x) 
i,j«l 3 J 
is invariant* Then pCa^a) - T bA1 g.. (a^xa) -
i.J-1 J 
r 1 r 
. . l  bJi®ik^a~ >8kp(x)8pj<a> " P<x> " „ I  bpkgkp<x)* Th^ 
r r r 
gives , I gkp(x)( I  gpi^^hiiSikCa-1)) " I  gkD(x)bnk' 
( k . p ) - i * p  u , j ) - i P 3  3 1  < k , ; ) - i k p  p k  
Since the collection g(Cp(x) is an orthogonal system by 5.17, the 
collection (g^pCx)} is linearly independent by 3.9. Hence, bpJt « 
r 
I 8Dk(aJb1igiw^a"*lj» or equivalently, b -  g(a)bg(a~1), and bg(a) 
(i,j)-l v J 1JC 
- g(a)b, by the homomorphic properties of g. By 4.17, b « oe where 
r r 
e is the unit matrix. Therefore p(x) « 1(1 b..g..(x)) -
j-1 j-1 3 3 
r r r 
I < I °<4i8i1(x» - a I g..(x) - ax(x). 
j-1 i-1 J1 j-1 n 
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Let q(x) be an invariant function defined on G w hich is expressible 
as a finite linear form of the functions e A « tg^n^j(x); (g^n^) 
consists of non-equivalent, irreducible, unitary representations of 
G, i»J - 1, 2, ..., r}. Then q(x) - f b-Hg(n)44(x) * 
<i,j,n)-l 1J 
£ ( It b<4gi-^ (*)) where r is some positive integer. Let p (x) « 
n-1 <i,j)-l 1J lj n 
^ b*4S44^(x)* Then q(x) ** f Pn(x)* Since q(x) is invariant 
(i,j)«l 13 ij n-1 
Pn(x) " q(x) " q(a""*xa) - £ p (a~*xa), Then the function 
n-1 n-1 
pn(a""^xa) can be expressed linearly in terms of the functions 
g(n) (x) belonging to the representation g^. By 5,17 A is an 
orthogonal system and by 3,9 the functions of A are linearly 
independent. Hence pn(a"**xa) - Pn(*) f°r n - 1, 2, .,,, r. Therefore 
pn(x) is invariant and by an earlier argument pn(x) - anxn^x^ wbere 
Xn(x) is the character of g^n^(x), Therefore q(x) -
I  Vn<x>* 
n-1 
Let f(x) be an arbitrary invariant function defined on G, By the proof 
of 5,17 there exists a finite linear form f'(x) of functions of A 
such that |f(x) - f'(x)1 < c where e is a preassigned positive number. 
Hence, l/f(a ^xajda - /f* <a-1xa)da| - [/(fta-^xa) - f' (a*"1xa))da| ^ 
/IfU^xa) - f' (a^xa) Ida < / e da - e by 2.1 (2) (3) and 2.23, 
/f(a~'"""xa)da = /f(x)da - f(x) by the invariant of f and 2.1 (2) <5)» 
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n r ... 
Since f'(x) is a finite linear form, f' (x) » ]> ( £ b^g.,*(x), 
k-1 (i,J)-l 3 3 
Further, /f * (a^xajda « £ ( I b g (a~1xa))dx -
k-1 (i»J)-l 3 J 
n r . . 
I ( I bxjgji W ' 1/* by homoraorphic properties of g^k) f 
k-1 <i,j)-l ji iJ 
2,1 (3) (9) and 5.10, Then /f,(a~1xa)da is a function of x and 
furthermore, has the form of q(x) presented earlier. Further, letting 
q(x) - /f* (a^xajda, qO^xb) » /f* (a~1(b"*1xb)a)da - /f' ((baj'^^ajjda 
- /f'(a~1xa)da « q(x) by 2.1 (7). Hence q(x) is invariant. Therefore, 
n 
using the result proved earlier, q(x) » j> o-x.(x). Since 
i-1 
|/f(a~ixa)da - /f' (a^xajdal < e for preassigned e > 0, q(x) -
/f,(a""1xa)da, and f(x) - /f (a^xajda, then |f(x) - I a.x.,(x)| < e» 
i-1 
5,21 Theorem. Let Q  - {x^(x), Xn(x), • •••) be the totality of 
all characters of irreducible representations of G. Let f(x) be an 
invariant function defined on G. Let h.^ be the Fourier coefficients 
of the function f(x) with respect to fi, hA - /f(x)xi(x)dx. Then, 
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£ " Jf(x)f(x)dx, or equivalently, Q i s a complete orthogonal 
1=1 
system for invariant functions. 
Proof! Q i s an orthonormal system of functions by 5.9 and 5.10. By 
5.20 fl is uniformly complete with respect to all invariant functions 
defined on G. Let f(x) be an Invariant function and consider f'(x) • 
n 
£ QiXi(x) where the constants a.^ are arbitrary. Consider y  «  
i«l 
/(f(x) - f'(x))(f(x) - f»<x))dx. Since <f(x) - f'(x))(f(x) - f*(x)) > 
0, then Y ^ 0 by 2.1 (4), Further, Y = /(f(x)f(x) - f(x)f'(x) -
f'(x)f(x) + f,(x)f,(x))dx, and /f(x)f'(x)dx = /f(x)( J aiX±(x))dx -
i-1 
f ai/f(x)Xi(x)dx = f aihi» /f* (x)f(x)dx *  f (  f  a^ (x)) f (x) dx = 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
t  a i J f ( x ) X 1  (x)dx • f and /f * (x)f * (x)dx « /( f a^.Cx)) 
i-1 1 i-1 i=l 
( ? a.X,(x))dx = f a1a./x1(x)X<(x)dx + f ata./x (x)X.(x)dx = 
1=1 1 1 i-1 1 1 1 1 i*} 1 J 1 ^ 
^ a.a., by 2,1 (2) (3) and by the orthogonal and normal properties 
i-1 
of ft. Hence Y = /f(x)f(x)dx - ^ ajh^ - f ajh.^ + f ajS^ = 
/f (x)f(x)dx - f h.h, 4- f h.h, - f a^h, - f a.h, + f -
i-1 i-1 i-1 i«l i-1 
/f(x)f(x)dx - f h^ + f (h^ - a1)<h1 - a^. Clearly the minimum 
i-1 i-1 
value of Y occurs when h^ = for i = 1, 2, «.., n. Hence, denoting 
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y* to be the minimum value, y' " /f(x)f(x)dx - [ h.h. > 0, Hence, 
i-1 
^ h.h. < /f(x)f(x)dx and clearly £ hihi < f f ( x ) f ( x ) d x ,  But since H 
i-1 i-1 
is uniformly complete for invariant functions on G, for e > 0, there 
n 
exists f'(x) « 1 a.Xf(*) such that |f(x) - f' (x)| < s. Hence, y -
i-1 
ITI -  |/(f( * )  -  f H x ) ) ( f ( x )  - FOOJdxl < //f(x) - f' (x) | 
| f (x) - f * (x) |dx /e2 dx - e2. Hence the minimal value y* <_ e 2 for 
arbitrary e. Therefore, y* <_ 0 and since y' ^ 0, y' - 0. Hence, 
OP 
I k.hi " /f(x)f(x)dx. Hence, by definition 3.8 Q i s a complete 
i-1 
orthogonal system for invariant functions on G. 
In conclusion, the invariant integral I(f(x)) of Chapter II is an 
invariant function for each continuous function f(x) defined on G. 
In light of the work of this chapter I(f(x)) may be approximated by 
a linear form of the characters of all irreducible, unitary 
representations of the group G into the group of all orthogonal 
matrices of order r« 
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